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Meetings and press releases July-October 1977 
Meeting number  Subject  Date 
463ro  Agriculture  18-19 July 1977 
464tn  Economics/Finance  25-26 July 1977 
465th  Budget  20 July 1977 
466th  Foreign Affairs  25-26 July 1977 
46ih  Agriculture  13 September 1977 
468tn  Economics/Finance  19 September 1977 
4691h  Foreign Affairs  20 September. 1977 
470th  Fisheries/  Agriculture  26-27 September 1977 
471  st  Agriculture  11 October 1977 
472nd  Economics/Finance  17 October 1977 
473ro  Foreign Affairs/Finance  17 October 1977 
474th  Foreign Affairs  17-18 October 1977 
4751n  Fisheries  24-25 October 1977 
4761n  Energy  25 October 1977 
477tn  Research  25 October 1977 
478tn  Transport  27 October 1977 
479tn  Social Affairs  28 October 1977 / 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
463rd  Council n'eeting 
- Agriculture  -
Brussels,  18  and  19  July 1977 
Presiden1;;  Mr  Antoine  RUMBLET, 
Minis"ce:r·  for Agriculture 
of tne  Kingdom  of Belgium Page  16: 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
Brussels,  20  July 1977 
898/77  (Presse 91)  Corr.  1 
CORRIGENDUM 
to Press Release 
No  898/77  (Presse 91) 
of 18  and  19  July 1977 
First paragraph penultimate line: 
Should  read:  "•••••  pour de  nouveax  traitements 
Page  18: 
line 3: 
Should  read: 
II 
.2£  pratiques  •••••"  (Concerns  French 
text  only). 
.. 
••••  0  as  regQrd~ the harmonization  of 
excise  duties  on  wine  ••••  6
11 - 2  ~ 
19.  VII.  77 
The  Governments  of the l\iember  States and the  Commission  of 
the  European  Communities  were  represented as follows: 
~£!ei!~: 
mr  .Antoine  HUI,IDLET 
Denmark:  - ...... 
Mr  Paul DALSAGER 
Il'ir  Svend  JAKOBSEN 
mr  Hans  J,¢'rgen  IffiiSTENSEr! 
1\ir  J.¢'reen  HERTOFT 
Gerrnanv:  ....,.. __  .....  ~ 
Wr  Josef ERTL 
Mr  Hans-Jttrgen ROHR  · 
France:  -- Mr  Pierre i\1EHAIGNERIE 
Mr  .Marcel  CAVAILLE 
Mr  Jacques  BLANC 
Ireland: 
Mr  Jim  GIBBONS 
Mr  Brian  LENIHAN 
1!~:1;~: 
Itlr  Giovanni  MA.RCORA 
Mr  Arcangelo  10  BIANCO 
Mr  Vito  ROSA 
I\1inister for Agriculture 
l\Unister for Agriculture 
Minister for Fisheries 
State Secretary; 
li'Iinistry  of Agriculture 
State Secretar?s 
Ministry of Fisheries 
Federal Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Federal :i'ITinistry  of Agriculture 
Tilinister for AGriculture 
State Secretary at  the Liinistry 
of Equipment.ru1d Regional 
Development  responsible for 
Transport  (Fisheries) 
State  Secretai'Y at the  r~1inistr-J 
of Agriculture 
Hinister for Agriculture 
Minister for Fisheries 
Minister for A8Ticulture 1 
Under-Secretary of State) 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Under-Secreta~; of State 1 
Ministi'IJ  of Shipping 
989  e/77  (Presse 91)  ski/KO/ldb  ...  / ..  ~ ~~~~B;Eei: 
il1r  Jean HMULIUS 
Mr  Albert  BERCHEM 
Netherlands: 
Hr  A.:P .L.M.N.  VA!.'!  DER  STEE 
~~~_liin~S~£S! 
Mr  John SIIJITN 
Nir  Bruce HILL/iN 
Hr Gavin  STRANG 
Commission:  ________ _.... 
1.1r  Finn Olav  GUNDELACH 
·0 
- 3  -
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Liinister for Ac;ricul  ture 
State  Secreta~J~ 
Ministry of A,:;riculture 
Minister for Ae:;riculture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister of Aericulture, 
_Fisheries  and  Food 
0 
Secretary of State for Scotland 
Parliamentary Secretary 7 
JI!Iinistry  of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and  Food 
Vice-President 
0 
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19.VII.77 
FISHERIES  POLICY 
The  Council held a  general discussion on the basis of 
an oral communication by  Vice~President GU1IDELACH,  the 
Commissioner responsible for fisheries policy.  This 
·-·  communication indicated the progress  of work  in this sector 
as  regards  both internal and  external aspects,  stressed the main 
. lines of the proposals  already submitted or to be  submitted 
by the  Commission  and outlined the timetable for the urgent 
work  envisaged for the  working out of the definitive 
arrangements. 
The  Council  emphasized the urgency of finalizing the 
common  fisheries policy in the  context  of the  200-rnile  zones 
in view of the  need to  conserve fish stocks,  to give  Community 
fishermen guidance for the future  and to make  it easier to 
continue the fisheries negotiations with non-member countries. 
During the  discussions the  Commission,  over and above 
its previous  pr~posals 1 .undertook to submit before the 
end of September 
~roposals on  various  technical conservation measures 
(o•g•  mesh  size,  by-catches)  applicable from 
1  January  1978  · 
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19.VII.77 
proposals  concerning certain actions in the socio-
structural field,  and  provisions concerning the financing 
of the  expenditure arising out  of the controls 
- a  model  with figures  showing the allocation of resources 
in 1978. 
The  Council agreed to examine  the whole  problem urgently, 
taking these new  factors into account.  It proposed to put 
this item on the  agenda for its meeting  on  10 and  11  October, 
and  would  in any  case  devote  a  special meeting to it on  24  and 
25  October  1977,  since decisions had to be  taken in good  time 
for the new  fisheries policy to be  effectively implemented  on 
1  January  1978. 
The  current negotiations  with non-member  countries 
concerning fishing in the various maritime  zones will be 
continued in the meantime. 
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HERRING  FISHING 
The  Council  agreed  on the  Regulation defining the interim 
measures  for the conservation  ru1.d  management  of certain 
herring stocks. 
This  Regulation forbids  the  catching of herring by 
direct fishing in the No:  ... -u  Sec until 30 Soptonbcr 1977 in 
sub-zone  IV  and  division llii(  d.)  as  defined by the  International 
Council for the  EA~loration of the  Sea  (ICES). 
Member  States are,  however,  authorized to catch 
North.Sea herring when  fishing directly for other species,  up 
·t;o  a  limit of  1  0~0 by weight  of catches  of sprat and  5%  by  vveight 
of  catches  of Norway  pout,  sand  eel  and  other species  on 
each voyage. 
The  penni  tted by-catches. calculated on  an  run1ual  basis 
may  not,  however,  exceed:  15.000 tonnes  for Denmark, 
1,650 tonnos  for the  Unit9?t Kingdou,  410  tmmes  for the Federal 
Republic  of Germany  and  275  tonnes  for the  other member 
States.· 
The  Council  agre.:.~d  to act  on  the  subsequent 
arrangements  for herring in the North Sea at its meeting 
scheduled for  26  and  27  September,  and instructed the 
Permanent  Representatives  Cmmni ttee to  conc.uct  a  detailed 
re-examination of the scientific data on this quGstion in 
the  me2..ntime  in order to  enable  the  Council  to act  on  the 
basis  of full information at its next meeting. 
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19.VII.77 
The  Council also agreed  on  the Regulation banning 
herring fishing in division VII(f)  as  defined by the 
International  CoUl~cil for the  ~xploration of the Sea,  until 
31  December  1977.  This  measure  concerns  the Bristol Channel 
and is in addition to  the  bcm  a~ready adopted by the  Council 
regarding the  Celtic Sea. 
In the Irish Sea - division VII  - direct herring fishing 
is banned until  31  December  1977  in a  12-mile  zone  starting 
from  the base-lines off the  east coasts  of Northern Ireland 
and  Ireland between  53°20'  and-54°401  latitude north. 
The  Council  also  decided  on  a  ban until  31  August  1977 
on  direct herring fishing in part  of the waters  of West 
Ireland defined as  follows: 
North:  latitude 54°30'  N  South:  latitude 52°30'  N 
West:  longitude  13ooo•  W  East:  Irish coast 
The  Regulation nevertheless  authorizes  catches for 
1977  by  each Iilember  State  on  an annual basis in respect  of the 
direct fishing  of herring of certain stocks  or groups  of 
stocks moving in certain sub-zones  and divisions 
defined by  thP.  ICES  as.follows: 
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19.VII.77 
-
Stock  Catches in thousands 
o:;:  -t;onnes 
Species  Geographical recion  ICES  Quota 
I 
Division 
11  Jtme  to  31  Dec.  1977 
l 
t.  Herrins  Ylest  of the  VII  j,  k I Irel£mG.  1 .o 
Celtic Sea  Other Iiember 
States  0.1 
Herrinc::  Irish Sea  ( 1 )  VII  a  France  0.19 
I 
Irela:..'ld.  1.0 
Nethe:;..~laJK~s  0.11 
Unitec-:.  Kincc·'Lom  11 .g 
Herring  r:est  Irel<md  VII b,  c  Germany  0 .. 83 
France  0.42 
Irelcmc1  4.58 
l\Tetherhu1C'.s  8.33 
United  ICin~jd  om  o  .. G3 
·-r--
Herring  ·des-'c  Scotland  VI  a  Gerr.ne  .. ny  3.7 
Denmarl~  0.2 
Franco  1 .. 2 
Irela::.1r_:'c  6.4 
Nethel~lm:.cl.s  3.0 
United  ICinc,-dom  39.0 
Herrinc:;  catches  mac~e  :,?rom  these stocks  cl.v..rinc::  the period 
,from  1.1 .1977 nntil the  entry into force  of this Regulation 
will be  charc_:ed  against these  quotas., 
( 1)  S_ub ject to  &'1  arranc;ement  concerning fisheries  aronnd  the 
Isle of l1r-m. 
898  e/77  (Prosse 91)-art/III/rcf  •••  ;  0  •• 
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The  Member  States will as  far as  possible take all 
measlires necessary to ensure  compliance  with this Regulation 
as regards the maritime  v~ters under their sovereignty or 
jurisdiction and  covered by Community  fisheries regulations. 
The  controls carried out  by the Member  States will be  the 
subject  of regular reports to the  Commission. 
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BAN  ON  INDUSTRIAL  FISHING 
The  Council  agreed in principle,  subject to  the  Opinion 
requested of the  European  Parli~~ent,  on  the  CoTh~ission 
proposal for a  ban on direct fishing and  on  the landing of 
herring intended for industrial purposes. 
NORWAY  POUT 
The  Council  agreed  on the Regulation banning fishing 
for Norway  pout  from  1  September until 15  October 1977 
in the  zone  referred to  in Article  5  of Regulation 
(EEC)  No  350/77. 
This measure  is intended to  conserve,  inter alia, 
stocks of young  haddock  and  whiting which might  otherwise 
be  caught  as by-catches,  and  will be  reviewed before  the 
expiry date  of the Regulation in the light of  ru1  additional 
independent  scientific opinion. 
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HETIRDW  U.n?OTITS 
In order to resolve "the  di ffi  cult  Cmmnu.."li ty supply 
situation resulting from  the measures  to  conserve herring 
stocks,  the Council  adoptedp  in the official languages  of 
the  Corrununi ties,  the  Regulation suspending lL"ltil 
31  December  1977  the autonomous  Common  Customs  Tariff 
duties  on  the  following products  intended for the 
processing  industry~ 
~- Fillets of herring,  fresh,.  chilled or frozen 
(ex 03.01  B II a)  and B II b)  7  of the  CCT)J 
....  Herring,  dried,  sal  ted or in brine,  whole,  headless  or 
in pieces 
(ex 03.02  A I  a)  of the CCT)r, 
Fillets of herring1  dried,  salted or in brine 
(ex 03.02  A II Q)  of the  CCT)s, 
..  So····called boneless herring,  prqJared or preserveCl.  in 
vinegar9  put up in barrels or other containers  containing 
not less than 10 kg 
(ex 16.04 C II of the  CCT); 
..  Herrings,  spiced and salted,  put up in barrels 
(ex 16.04  C II of the CCT). 
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NEW  ZEALAND  BUTTER  AND  CHEESE 
The  Council  discussed the Commission  proposal for a 
Regulation  amending Regulation No  226/73  as regards  the 
price  to be  observed at the cif stage  on  the  importation 
into the United Kingdom  of butter and  cheese  from 
New  Zealand,  pursuant  to Protocol  18  of the  Act  of 
Accession  a 
The  Council  instru.cted the Special Committee  on 
Agriculture  to study this question as  soon as  possible? 
taking into account  the various aspects  resu~ting both  from 
Protocol 18  and  from  the Declaration by the European Council 
in Dublin in Me.rch  1975,  and agreed to act  on  the matter at 
its next meeting on  26  and  27  September  1977. 
CO··-RESPONSIBILITY  LEVY 
The  Council  took note  of the  Commission report  on  the 
conditions for applying the  co--responsibility levy in the 
milk sector,  which indicated the  progress of the talks  on 
this  subject  between the  Co~ission and the  professional 
producers'  or2Fnizations. 
The  c·ommission at the  same  time made  known  its intentions 
concerning the application of the  levy in Italy. 
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·MARKETING  OF  MILK  PRODUCTS 
During  a  discussion on  the  proposal for a  Regulation 
laying dowD  general rules for the marketing of milk 
products,  the  Council  identified the final problems 
outstanding at this stage  and  instructed the  Special 
Committee  on Agriculture  to  put the  finishing touches  to 
the  possible solutions in the light of the  day~s discussions. 
It agreed  to return to this matter at its next meeting 
on  26  and  27  September. 
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EAGGF:  GUIDANCE  SECTION 
At  the request of the Italian delegation the  Cou_~cil 
held a  discussion on the  individual projects the 
financing of which is not  provided  for in the  preliminary 
draft budget  of the  Europe~~ Communities  for 1978 
(Guidance  Section of the EAGGF). 
The  Council noted that it was  no  longer possible  to 
finance  individual projects under·Regulation No  17/64 
since  the  annual  appropriations of 325  MUA  of the EAGGF 
Guidance  Section had been used to  finance  the  common 
measures  decided on by the Council  (Article  6(4)  of 
Regulation No  729/76). 
However,  this would not rule  out  the  possibility of 
using appropriations  earmarked in previous ;yee.rs  for 
individual projects  and not used  for this purpose.  The 
Commission undertook to  examine  this problem. 
If appropriate,  this question will be  taken up again 
in a  general discussion on structural policy over the  next 
few  months. 
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WINE-GROWING  SECTOR 
The  Council adopted a  series  of measures  aimed  at 
improving the  provisions  concerning the  coL~on organization 
of the  ~Qne market in the light of the  economic  and  technical 
experience gained and  in order to meet  public health concerns. 
These  measures include: 
- supplementing the  basic regulations  (Regv.lation No  816/70) 
on  the·  cormnon  organization of the market  in 'Nine 
- new  provisions relating to authorized  oenological practices 
- amendments  as  regards the maximum  total sulphur dioxide 
content  of wines  other than liqueur wines. 
The  amendments  to the  basic Regulation concern,  in 
particular,  redefinition of the  private~storage arrangements 
for grape  must  and  concentrated grape must  a.nd.  the  conditions 
for initiating preventive distillation and the distillation 
of wines  sui  table for producing certain vvine  potable spirits. 
with a  registered designation of origin.  The  111easures  also 
include  certain administrative simplifications and  technical 
specifications., 
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'With a  view to the  satisfactory operation of the  cormJon 
org8llization of the  wine  market  and  to facilitating the 
free  movement  of wine  in the  Commu..'YJ.i ty,  the  ne~;v provisions 
on  oenological practices  m1d  processes lay dovm  additional 
common  rules  concerning the composition and processing of 
wines  to  ensure  good  vvine-making  and proper preservation 
by specifying,  in a  nevv  .A.nne:r.:.  to Regulation  (:Gj~C)  No  816/70, 
the  products  and processes which  may  be used in wine-making 
end  the limits  on their use.  In addition,  a."1  .experimental 
procedure for new  oenologice.l processes  and practices has 
been introduced. 
The  chaJ1.ges  in the  u1Etximuli1  total sulphur dio:;:i.de  contents 
of wines other th2n liqueur v'dnes  involve  a  reduction of the 
presen·t;  levels for most  vvines  2ond  the· establishment  of 
special rules  for wines  of specific natv.res.  The 
Regulation also provides for procedures  for decision-mru{ing in 
certain producing regions in the  event  of  excE:.ptional 
weather conditions  and  for the  deterruination of future 
.reductions in the light  o~ advru1.ces  in scientific 
and  technical knowledge. 
Transitional measures  are provided for in certain 
cases in order to  allow the  production indust!'"IJ  and  the trade 
to  adapt  to the new rules. 
898  e/77  (Presse  91)  art/IU/ad  I 
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The  Council  also  agreed  to  continue,  at its next 
meeting,  its discussions  on certain other outstanding 
questions,  in particulc.r the  problem of determining 
average  prices  and weighted  average  prices for table 
wines  a.nd  the acidification of certain wines,. 
In the  same  sector,  the  Council  also  adopted three 
Re~~lations relating to uistillation operations  concerning 
- amendments  relating to  the  distillation of wine-making 
b~r  pro  ducts~ 
fixing of the  prices  to  be  paid,  for the  1977/1978 
·wine-grovving  year,  for the  compulsory distillation of 
wine..;making  by-products  and  the  maximu.m  runount  of the 
contribution by  the  EAGGF  (Guarrultee  Section),  nrunely: 
=  0,.57  UA/ 0/hl~  bu~rin_,:,;-in  price of wine  product 
delivc.ries 
= 0,.91  UI\:; 0/hl:  alcohol price of deliveries of 
wine  products  prao.uced  fro  in  mares 
= o·.91  DA/0/hl:  Elcohol price of deliveries of 
products  produced  from lees 
.. 
wine 
= 0,91  UA/0/hl:  alcohol price of deliveries of .wine····· 
p:cot;:ucts  produced  from  wine 
= i!l::::.xim'vlm  amount  o:f  the  contribution by  the 
E.AGGF  (Guarantee  Section):  0.25  UA/0/hl~ 
- amendments  to  the  payment  arrangements  for  wine 
distillation operations. 
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The  Council heard a  statement  by the French delegation 
on  future  work  to  be  carried out  in the wine  sector,  in 
particule.r as  regards  the harmonization of duties  on  wine, 
export  refunds~  the  performance guarantee to be  given to 
:producers and·quality improvement.  The  Council  took note 
of the Commission representative's statements  about  the 
ConiDlission 9s  intentions reearding the action to be  taken 
on  the points  raised~ 
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~liEDITEl:RPJifE.AN  AGRICULTURE 
The  Council  took note  of  a  statement  by the  French 
delegation  on  the  problems  of I-.'Iedi terranean agriculture in 
which it indicated its intention of forwarding a  general 
oemoranctuin  to  the  Council  and to  the  Commission  i~1  the 
near future. 
The  Italien  dele~ation also recalled that it had 
recently transmitted a  memorand~~. 
The  Council stressed the  importance  and  ur:·::;·ency  of the 
r.mtter,  e.nd  agreed to hold  a  ceneral  discussion  on  a  date 
to  be  fixed  in the next  fov-.r  110nths.  It took note  of- the 
Commission 
9 s  intention of submitting practical propose.ls  in 
e;ood  time  2nd 'Nill  arrange  the  orc;anization of its lJroceedings 
on this question at its  ne::~t  meeting. 
898  e/77  (J?resse  91 )  e,rt/III/nKlr 
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POULTRY  :MEAT 
The  Com1cil  adopted en  a~mendment to  the  Regulation 
laying dovvn  corrunon  standards for the water content  of 
frozen  and  deep···frozen  chickens  1  hens  Md  cocks;  in order 
to  take  account  of certain 8.dministrative  difficulties the 
dates  for the  entry into force  of the Regulation in question 
were  deferred for three months. 
The  Cotmcil  agreed to  continue its discussions  of the 
question of  8.  possible  dero.:;ation  from  the  Regulation  fo:r~ 
products  exported to third countries  which  apply less stringent 
standards at its next meetine?  after a  further  examination 
of the matter by the Commission. 
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V7hen  exa1nining certain proposed amendraents  to  tho 
Regulc-.Uon  on  production refUllds  in the  cereals  e.nd  rice  sector~ 
the  nounci~- recorded its e.greement  in principle  on  all 
increP.sc  ~  as  :from  1  Aucust  1977,  in tho rJinioun price to  be 
paid to  pote.to  producers~  thereby raising the minimul-a  price 
fTOli1  172  t;o  175  UA/tonne,  and  on  an increase  of 
17  UA/tonne  for  proo_uctio:n  refunds  for maize  stc:.rch, 
together with a  proportional  incree.se  for other st2.rch 
products. 
0 
0  0 
The  Com1cil  also approved the new definition of 
isogluccsc  to  be  inserted in Het,<1letion No  2742/75  on 
production  refu.."lds  in this sector. 
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ITALIAN  J_JIR.A. 
The  Council held  a  brief discussion on  ·the  G.lJPlication 
of the new representative rate  for the  Italie..n lira to 
a.ddi tional  aiel  gra.ntec1  for  conversion projects in the  citrus-
frui  t  sector.  It tool:  noJGe  of the  Commission's  intention to 
submit  2- lJroposal  on t::e matter,  and  agreed.  to  acJii  on it as 
soon as  possible. 
].USCELLAl\lEOUS  STATEr:1EJ'f"..C3 
'llhe  Covncil  took note  of the  following statements, 
together with replies  b~r  ·[;he  Conunission where  G.PlJropriate: 
progress  in the  Cornr.aission  1 s  discussions  on  aclc1itions  or 
amencl.mcnts  to be  made  by  31  December  1977 to  the list of 
third.  cotmtries  fro;::J.  nhich Tiember  States  maJ~ authorize 
imports  o:Z  bovine  m1in.1e.ls 1  swine  and  fresh :wat 
(German 6.elegation)  ~ 
the nrice  of rice in La  Reunion 
(Fre~ch delegation)v 
questions relating to  ~Ji,:::1neat 
(United  I3.ngdorn  delec;ation) 
av:-icultt:.ral  structures 
( Irisll clelegation)  ~ 
the neach market 
( ItaliE:o delegation) • 
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The  Council  adopted in the  official lan3Uac;es  of the 
Cmmnuni ties -the  Decision  on acceptance  by the  Community  of 
:pe.rts  of certc:tin  Codex  standards  for sugars intended for 
hurnan  consumption. 
The  Council also  adopted in the  official lenzuages  of 
the  Conmnn1ities-the  Directive  on  the protection of animals 
during inter:.'lational  tre.nsport. 
Fu.rthenJore  the  Council  adopted in the  official 
languages  o:c  the  Communi tiGs  the  Regulations 
on  -'che  tra.nsler to  the  Italiru1. intervention e.gency  of 
skimmed-milk powder held. by the intervention agencies  of 
the  other  J'~ember States-; 
amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  564/77  on  the  t::co.nsfer  to 
the  Italian intervention agency  of  common  wheat  held by 
the  German  intervention agency; 
eilllending  Tiegu.ls.tion  (EEC)  No  823/68  as  regards  the 
conditions for the  entry of certain cheeses  undel~ certain 
tariff headings; 
amending  RegulatioYl  (EEC)  No  522/77  laying dovm  special 
pro-visions  e.pplicable  to  trE~cle  in toraato  concentrates  2nd 
peeled tonmtoes  between  thG  Cormmmi ty as  originally 
consti  t-v.ted  and  the new.  ~·.lcmber States; 
determinL1.g  for the  1977/1978  me.rketing yectr  the  threshold 
prices for husked  rice  and  broken rice; 
on  the certification of hops. 
The  Council  adoptsd in the  official languages  of the 
CoiilillU..'Yli ties the Decision concerning  employment  aid for 
certain slc.u:'Shterhouses  in Northern Irelc:mdo 
'rhG  Cou_ncil  took note  of the  Comr>1ission  communics.tion 
concerning the  final  estin<ltes  for the  1975/1976  wine-growing 
yearo 
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MISCELL.~T~OUS DECISIONS 
Tho  Council  authorizec. the  Commission t0  open negotiations 
with Poland  in the  te~:tilo products sector,  anci.  adopted the 
negotiating directives  for that purpose. 
It  al>30  ao.opted,  in the official languages  o:f  the 
Communities, 
- Regulations 
:::::.  conce-rning  import  OJ:'r8ngements  for  certain textile 
. procucts  originatinG in Thailand  and repealing 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  845/77  as  regards Thailand  and 
Regulation  (EEC)  N::>·  1183/77; 
=  concluding the  AgreGitient  bet'.'Ieen the  European  Economic 
Conrr.runi ty and  tho  Socialist Federal Republic  of 
Yu.goslavia  on  t:..~acle in textila  produc"GG  ~ 
-- i:laint2.ining in force  the  arrangements  sur.1jccting to 
authorization im;;)')rts  into  Germany,  tho  Benelux 
co1.m.tries,  France  8llci.  the  United Kingdom of certain 
l::n.itted  ancl  crochetecT articles of clothing originating 
in the Republic  of Singapore; 
-- on  t~1e  safegua.l~cl ;aeo.oures  provided for in the  Agreements 
Hith ·the  Maghreb  p:,-1C'c  Mashreq  countries; 
- on the  applicatio:1  o:~  Decision. No  2/76  of the  EEC-Israel 
Joint  Corumi ttee  E:.El8ncl.ing  Protocol No  3  of the  EEC-Is:..~ael 
Agreement  as  regarc.s  the rules  of  origin~ 
=  on olive  oil imports  from  Lebanon~ 
= extending the  an~cillge:wents  applicable to trade with the 
Reyublic  of Cyprus  beyond the  date  of  expiry of the 
:Eirst  stage  of the ltssociation Agreement; 
- a  Decision authorizing p:colongation or tacit renewal  of 
certs.in tr::tde  agrGemen·(;s  concluded  between the;  J\1ember  States 
and third countries. 
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The  Council formally  adopted  the  research programme  to 
be  carried out by  the Joint Research  Centre  for  the  European 
Atomic  Energy  Community  and  the  Europe~~ Economic  Community 
( 1977-1980). 
This  programme,  for which  the  financial appropriation 
is 346  million units of account 9  therefore becomes  operational. 
It will be  recalled that it comprises  the  following aspects: 
I •  NUCLEAR  SAFETY 
(Joint programme) 
1.  B~~.!2!:-~~l 
(Nuclear) · 
The  programme  comprises  six pro~ects covering the 
following research: 
- reliability and  risk assessment, 
- out-of-pile and  in-pile studies of accidents  involving 
loss of coolant in light water reactors, 
- liquid metal fast breeder subassembly  thermohydraulics, 
- core melt-down and  fuel-coolant  interactions~ 
- dynamic  structure loading and  response, 
prevention of structural failure  in reactors. 
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2.  ~~!2~~~_f~~~-~~-~£!!~~~~_!~~~££h 
(Nuclear) 
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The  programme  comprises  three projects covering 
the  following research: 
utilization limits of plutonium fuels, 
- plutonium and  actinides aspects of the  safety of 
the  nuclear fuel  cycle, 
actinide research. 
3.  !~~~~~~~~!_£!_~~£~~-~~~~~1~-~S-E§Q~2~£!iY~_!~~ 
(Nuclear) 
The  programme  comprises  three projects covering 
the  foliowing research: 
- assessment  of the  long-term hazards  of radioactive 
waste  storage$· 
- chemical  separation and nuclear transmutation of 
actinides, 
studies  on reactor component  decontamination. 
II.  ~£!~~-~Q~§_Q~IT§~Q! 
(Joint programme)· 
1  •  .§21~E~~~E~ 
(Non-nuclear) · 
The  programme  comprises  three projects covering 
the  following research: 
-habitat and  thermal  conversion? 
-European solar irradiation facility, 
orientation studies centred around  direct conversion. 
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(.·Nuclear) 
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The  programme  comprises  +:wo  projects  covering  the 
following  research: 
thermo-chemical processes for  the  decomposition of water, 
heat  source  coupling. 
3 •  !h~£~£:~ms.l~~!:-fl!~i£~.L1~£h!l£1.£gr 
(Nuclear) 
The  prograwne  comprises  the following  activities: 
conceptual  studies  on  thermonuclear fusion reactors, 
resea:cch  on  materials necessary for fusion,  in :particular 
on  their behaviour under irradiation,  and  a.'lal~rsis  of 
required testing methods  and  equipment, 
study of  the  problems  concerning  safety and  the 
environment. 
4o  tli~h=~~~£~£~1~-~1~£i~1,~ 
(Nuclear) 
The  progrrumne  comprises  four projects  covering  the 
following  fields: 
meeting point Petten, 
the  effect of  the  onerational  environment  on  the mechanical 
properties  of high-temperature  matel~ials, 
- failLrre  modes  of high-temperature materials, 
the relationship between structure,  impurities  and 
properties  of  high~-temperature materials~ 
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III.  ENVIRONJWENT  AND  RES0U::1CES 
(Joint programme)(Non-nuclear) 
18.  VII. 77 
The  programme  comprises four projects covering the 




renewable  resources. 
IV.  IYIEASUP..El!IENTS,  STANDAIIDS  AND  REFERENCE  TECHNIQUES  (rciET:m) 
(Joint programme) 
The  programme  comprises  five projects covering  the 
following fields: 
-measurements  of nuclear data (nuclear project), 
nuclear reference materials and  teCIDLiques  (nuclear 
project), 
- non-nuclear ref,erence materials and  techniques  (non-
nuclea.r project),  · 
- scientific  support for  the  Commission  (non-nuclear pro-
ject), 
- scientific support for the  secretariat of  the  Community 
Bureau  of  References  ( CBJ.1)  .(non-nuclear project). 
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V.  SERVICE  Arm  SUPPORT  AC1'IVI'l'IE3 
(Nuclear) 
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The  programme  comprises  five  projects  covering the 
follovring activities: 
(a)  Joint  ])rograrrune 
- informatics, 
- training and  education, 
- fissile material  control, 
- technical evaluations  in support  of the  Commission. 
{b)  Supplementary  prograrnme 
- operation and utilization of the  HFR  reactor for 
programmes  of the  parGicipating States.  The  free 
capacity  can be  place<1  at  the  disposal  of the  JRC 
without  charge  or of third parties  in return for a 
fee. 
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II\~ICAT.IVE  BP~~KDOWN OF  FillfDS  AND  STAFF 
- ... ~r·r  - ......  - ---- -·  ...  ·-- .. 
---~ ---------- _,. 
Commitments  Staff on  1.1.1977  Staff on  3~.12.1980 
( 1 )  (  ) 
for 
exnendi  ture  of which  of which  lin MUA)  Total  research staff  Total  research staff 
1.  l-IDCI,EAR  SAFETY  I 
- reactor safety  77.20  564  229  531  207  I 
- plutonium fuels  and  actinide 
research  39.29  219  121  212  117 
- management  of nuclear materials 
and  radioactive  waste  21.06  138  64  133  62 
137.55  ~  m  rm  j8ti 
2 •  FUTURE  FORMS  OF  ENERGY 
- solar energy  14.53  74  35  70  33 
- hydrogen  15.33  102  50  100  50 
- thermonuclear fusion technology  11.99  62  30  62  30 
- high temperature  materials  8.20  52  36  50  35 
50.05  296  m  282  148" 
I 3.  EI'NIROI\lJI/iEJ.'iJT  A~""D  RESOURCES 
I  -~  - 35. 18  232  109  227.  109 
4.  IVIEASUREIVIEJ:~Ii:S  STANDARDS  AND 
REFERErTcli:  ~'ECRr~IQUil:S  (r{:E:TTIB)  53.37  340  175  328  170 
5.  SI~RVICE ANTI  SUPPORT  ACTIVITIES  33.26  241  107  234  105 
T  0  T  A L  309.41  2,024  956  1, 947  918 
,)}:'.!!:HAT .L 01':  il..l\:f 2  u'T I L I ZA'.I.' .L Ul\1  UJ:l'  '1' H.l!: 
HFR  REACTOR  )  36.59  94  42  i  91  41 
I  ____  g_~Apn_· T  O~CAJ_,  I  2.1~.~c:9  __  _,_~-~JJ~-- 99.~  J 2  0.31J  9:)9  i  ____  _:!  ____  " ______  ~----------·" 
,.  l  -.  '  -~ .::.  ~~-, -~  :·  ,;.·  :·_·, 
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The  Council also adopted in the official languages  of 
the Collliiluni ties the Itesolu-l:iion  concerning the Advisory 
Comm.i ttees on Research Prograrrune  Management. 
0 
0  0 
With  reference to  the  Commission  communication of 
31  December  1976  concerning the  external relations of  the 
Con~unity in the field of research and  development,  the 
Council took note  of  the Commissionvs  intention to  conclude, 
vri thin the framework  of  the  International Energy Agency, 
the  implementation Agreement  relating to the  development 
of  and  experiments  on solar heating ane.  cooling systems. 
ECSC 
The  Cvuncil  gave  the assents requested by  the Cmmn.ission 
- pursuant  to Article 54  of  the  ECSC  Treaty  (housing for 
ECSC  staff) 
~ pursuant  to Article 56  of  the ECSC  Treaty  (redevelopment 
costs for  the Societe  Sommer  Allibert,  France). 
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Statistics 
The  Council  adopted the  statement relating to the 
Communities  1977-1979 Statistics Progrwl~e. 
In this statement  the Council  approved in principle 
the broad lines of  the  Co~~unities 1977-1979  Statistics 
Programme.  The  ind.ivictual projects will be finalized by 
the Commission,  and if necessary  the Council,  committees 
and working parties,  account  being taken of the  comments 
made  by  the Council regarding certain indiviJual projects, 
namely 
- the five-yearly  enquiry which is to  supplement the annual 
enquiry  into the activities of industrial undertakings; 
- enquiries into  the. structure and activities of haulage 
firms; 
- transport indicators:  arrangements for goods  transport 
w.arket  surveys; 
enquiry into the  consumption of  important  raw materials 
in tbe various  branches  of  industry. 
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The  Council,  acting on  a  proposal  from  the Italian. 
·Government,  2.ppointecl Hr  Corrado  POLITI•  Confederazione  Generalo 
dell'  Industria Italiana,  a  full member of the  European Social 
li'und  to replace  1\'lr  G.  R.ANDONE,  who  has  resigned,  for the 
remainder of the latter's term of  offJ..ce,  which  runs until 
28  October  1977. 
The  Council,  acting on  a  proposal  from  the  U:n.i ted 
Kingdom  Gover.a.ment,  also  appointed mr  T.,  JENKINS,  T.u.c., 
a  member  of the  Economic  and  Social Committee  to  r·eplace 
Mr  WALSH,  who  has  resigned,  for the  remainder of the latter's 
term of office,  which  nms un.til  16  September 1978. 
Finally,  acting  on  a  proposal  from  the  German  Governrient, 
the  Council  e"ppointed  r~r Werner  IQENAPPEL~  Bundesvorstand  der. 
Industriegewerkschaft  Bau - Steine - Erden,  an alternate 
member  of the  Advisory  Committee  on Safety,  Hygiene  and Health 
Protection s.t  Work  to  rcpl&ce  Mr  f;lAH.ICS,  who  has  died~  for the 
remainder of  tho latter's terlil of office,  which  rv.11s  until 
4  May  1978. 
In the  context of tho  n"d.U:  proclu-Jt  aid  pl~ocsr<'":mr,es  f ;r 
1976  and  1977  the  Council  recorded its agreement  on  emcr[!;enc;;· 
aid  through the intcrmedie.ry of the Catholic Helief Service 
for certain sectors  of the  population of Chile  (3 7 000  tonnes 
of  skimmed-will~ powder  m1.d  2:;000  tonnes  of buttcroil)., 
---------
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The  Governments  of the tlember  S··tate~  cw:lc1  the  Commission 
of the  EuropeS!h  Communi ties were  represent  eel  as  follov,'S: 
J,iJr  Gae:tc-n  GEENS 
Mr  V.'illy  Cl-ll.ES 
;Q~B@:k~ 
Mr  Per IU..EICKERUF 
nir  Erling J¢RGE£fSEN 
Q~!:!!J~~; 
l!Tr  Otto  SCHLECh'T 
llir  Joachim RIEHL 
l''ral'lC0:  _____  ...,, .... 
I•J.r  Robert  BOULIN 
Jr~1~£!: 
Nlr  G-eorge  COLLEY 
},lr  N[U'tin  0 ~DONOGHllE 
.!!.§_!y: 
l~r  Gaetano  S-T.!Uril.:ATI 
:t.ninister  of .F·inF..:n.ce 
Minister for Economic Affairs 
Minister for Economic  Affaii~s 
State  Secreta~j, 
I'iiinistry  fo1~ Finance 
State Secre'tart, 
Federal ministr,y for 5corwmic 
Affairs 
State Secretal'Y, 
Fede:ral I\linistry for  ~"inance 
~inister responsible  for 
E:ccncJnic.  al:l(l  :v~illc;..::J.oia.l  i\ffail,S 
f!.Iinister for  F'ine.nce 
1J.ili11.ister  for Economic  Plruming 
and  Development 
rEinister of  the  'J:·reasury i\lr  Jaques  ?00:'5 
~:!r  R.F ,L:,  LUBBERS 
!!:!§._Q!!~j!ed_ifl.Reig£~: 
Sir Donald L1AITLAND 
:r.r  Fran9ois-:X:avier  ORTOLI 
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STATJ'.:i'·:ffiHT  BY  THE  PRESIDENT  OF  THE  COUNCIL 
Hr  Ga.s·~on GEBl'iS,  illinister. for Finsnce  of Belgiu.!Jl  and 
P.reciclentw•in-Office  of  the  Council,  made  a  sta~ement at the 
star·t of  the  Co1..mcil  mcetins  on  the  work  progra'llffie  for the 
Council  on  ::l!conomic  Affairs  and  Fim)nce  which  the Belgian. 
Presidency he.s  set itself for  the  current hnlf year. 
The  text  of  the  statement is attached to  this releaGe. 
The  P:cesident  ~s  suggestions will  be  exarnined  in 
accordance  with  the usual  !;}roceclu:reso  The  Council  in partic-
ular asked  the  Noneta17  COiii.fui t-~ee,  the  C.ommi ttee of  the 
Governors  of the Central Banks  and  the  Pei'maneut  Hepresentati  ves 
Committee  to  examine  tlle  suggestions  made  regarding credit 
mechanisms  and  to. report back  to it for its Octo.ber meeting. 
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SECOND  QUA;:l'rE:-n.Y  EXt:U!liNATIOH  OF  TH~ ECONOMIC  SITUATION  ll'f  THE 
COMWJNITY 
The  Col~.ncil  exsunined  the  economic  si  tu.atio11 in the 
Cormntmi t:;.r  on  the  basis of  a  Corn.rfl..ission  corn:mu..Ylica·tion  on 
economic  policy to  be  follo'.ved  in 1977 and  the preparation of 
public  budgets  in 1978. 
At  the end  of  i·~s  exa.rr.inatio11  the  Council signified its 
agreem~nt on  "'t:he  gaidelines,  for  the  Community  c:.s  a  whole  e..."l.d 
for  each  inc1i ·vidual  i'.~embe:r- state,  :relating  ·bo  the :preparation 
o.f  public  badgets for 1978.  These guidelines vlill form  the 
subject  of  a  Cou.'l'lcil  Decision which will be  formally adopted 
at  the  e<:n"'li est o-pportul1i ty  af'!:~cr legal  aY'.!d  linguistic 
fin  eli  z.ati  on. 
FOLir~YN-UP T  0  THE  LONDOH  I'!IEBTING  OF'  THE  EUROJ?:8A1'i  COUNCII,  ON 
29  Al'ill  JO  JUNE  197,7 
The  Council instructed the  Ivionet&ry  Commi ·!;tee  a:n.d  the 
Economic  Policy  CommiJ~;tee  to  carr.;;- ou~c  a  tecl'l.l'lica.l  exan1inr:1tion 
of tht:  Cmnmission  communication  on  investment  and  oor:l:'"owing 
in  ·bhe  Community.  It asked the Permanent  liepre:sen  ta  ti  ve  :~. 
COlT!Di'~ti:::e  to  rGt:.Jo:ct  be.ck  ·;;o  it on  the  Cor£'lrm.micati on  in ths 
light of  the  opinions  of  those  two  co1nmi t tees in  time  for  i  ~,:;s 
Oc tob8:t'  me8ting. 
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At  the  beginning  of  this,  the first Council meeting  on 
t~~onom:i.cs  and  Finance  over ·.vhich  I  have  the  honour  to  pr·eside, 
r  would  lik·e  to put  before  you  the  objec'ti  ves 1  plan of  action 
e..rtd  work  programrne  for  the  second half'  of  the  year. 
I  .,  OBJECTIVES 
I  think  ··ve  a:ce  all in agreement  on  the most important 
objective.  We  must  reduce  in practical  terms  the differences 
in econnmi.c  monetary  co.ndi tions between  ·the  Member  States 
and at the  same  time  reduce  the strnctural dif:ferences 
between  cm.r  economies. 
In my  vtew this is the  aim  'tl'oth  of  our Governments  and 
of  the  two  aides  of  industry and  t:b.e  Commission11  as  was 
clearly shown  by  the  recen·t  tripa.:~:·ti te rneeting so  effectively 
chaired  by  our colleague Denis  HEALEY~ 
In  a.ddi tion  we  must  make  progress  at  European  level  ,llli th 
fiscal harmonization  and  with  "the  e;ombatting  of  tax evasionn 
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Moreover  we  must  ensure  that  Eu.rope  can  act  as  one, 
speaking •i'lith  a.  single voice  in intel-nati.onal  e-::onomic  and 
monetary  debates.  This must  apply inter alia at  the 
September meeting  of  the Interim Committee  and at the 
annual meeting of  the International Mone·tary  Fund. 
IIo  PLAN  OF  ACTION 
1.  Ee~u£tic~ £f_t£e_differe~c!s_i~ ~cQnQmic_~d_m£n£t~l 
conditions  -----
This means  that priority must  be  given  to  our efforts 
with regard to  ·the  policy that must  b  i!.l  fallowed,  firstly 
to  reduce  unemployment  and  inflation ~~d secondly to 
smooth  out  the  differences between  the  Member  states. 
We  therefore feel  that Europe  must  be  active in 
two  fields::  first co-ordination in monetarJr  and  budgete;.ry 
policy must  be  improved  and  second  such  improvemrutt  must 
be  accompanied  by  adjustment  of the  credit mech?,.nisms. 
The  credits available must  be  expanded.  They  should  also 
be made  subject to  more  stringent terms.  Thie  proposal 
w~st be  regarded as  a  continuation of part of the 
DTJI SENBERG  J?lan  ~ 
To  achie.,re  an  improvement  in co-ordination in mc·neta.r;y 
a~d budgetary policy it is necessaF,i for  States  to  decide 
on  compatible  objectives in consultation  •:li th  one  another~ 
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With  that in mi.:1d  we  would.  like all Co:n:munity  States to 
define the ul  tirnate objectives  of their monetar.7  .a."t'ld  budgetary 
policies  and  in particular to state which  target - internal or 
external balance  - ta.:-{es  precedence  in the  event  of a  conflict 
between  the  t·.vo.  Consul tat  ions  should  be  held at  Commu.:ni ty 
le;rel  on the  ob,j ectives defined in this manner  and  agreement 
arrived at  on them. 
There must  be consultation at  Community  level on  the  choice 
of the me&"ls  used by  each country to achieve these objectives 
(e.g. interest rates)  and the  implications  of that  choice  for 
the  a chi  e,rement  of the other  EEC  countries  t  o  b ,j ect  i Yes • 
Finally - and this is ve'r"J  important  - the· intermediate 
targets  (;:toney  supply,  credit,  etc.)  chosen or to be  chosen by 
the monetary authorities  in each  cou."ltry  of the Community  must 
be  co-ordinated.  To  be  effectiYe these monetary !)Olicy targets 
must  be  accompanied by precise and compatible  bud.2"etary  targets. 
Th9  a.cceptanc~ of  a  coherent,  jointly oriented  moneta~r and 
budgetar~r policy should lead both to a  reducti9n in the  inflatior:. 
rate differences  between EEC  Member  States and to greater 
equilibrium in the balances  of  pa~rments  on  current and capital 
account  and in this vro,y  contribute to greater stability in 
currency market  de,elopments. 
To  the extent that  the  iznprovement  of  economic  and  moneta.~' 
co-ordination is  accepted it must  be  accompanied  by adjustment  of 
credit mechanisms  within the  Col:!l"liuni ty. 
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In particular -we  think that the  sho:rt-·t.erm monetary support 
quotas  should be  expanded.,  However  such increases in quotas  should 
onl~r be  a'lta.ilable if the applicant has  accepted and  obser1es  the 
above-mentioned  intermediate monetart targets and  the budgetarJ 
targets  .. 
As  you are  aware,  short-term support  ca.n  benefit all E:EC 
countries  and  not  just the  snake  countries.  The  short-term quotas 
ho·m~ver also determine  the  amount  of credit which may  be granted 
under the  terms  of the  sncl~e after the initial period which may 
vary  between.  1  and  2 months.  The  increase in the  short-term quotas 
would  thus  also mean  a  strengthening of the  .Europea.."l.  currency  snal-re. 
Even  though limited to  five States,  the  snake is still fl..'l'l  irnportan.t 
factor in promotion of the  convergence  of the  economies  of the 
States participating in it. 
As  an  e:x:pression of the will to  reduce  the  differences between 
the snake countries  a.."ld  the  other Commu..'l'li ty Members  we  proposed that 
"the  Member  of the  Commission  resp  onr$i ble for  ec  ononrl. c  and  financial 
questions  should attend meetings  of the Ministers and  Governors  of 
the  sr.~.a.ke.  This is in accordance  •,•.i. th the  :propc~al made  by  th•a 
Prime  &!inister1  Itlr Tnmm.iANS,  in his report. 
B1edium-term  financial co-operation,  £or which the  amounts  were 
laid d.own  six years  ago,  should be  adjusted,. if for no  other ree;sor. 
tha...'1.  the.;t  a  large part of the  medium-term credit has  already been 
v.sed up.  Al thou"'Ih  we  suggest  a."'l  incTea.se in medium-term credit,  ';'Je 
also propose  tha·t:  it be  paid out in instalments.,  subject to the 
observ?  .. .:nce  of precise, terms  la.id  clown  for each instalment  • 
•  •  •  /  0  •• 5 
2~  Reduction of  str~ctuxal d~~ferences 
~j;t  ow  ..  CQ- ..  ...  ......._  .....  ...  .-a  ~"** 
ro  remed;r  the lack o:f  structural bale..nce  in the  social field, 
the  va:rio1.J.S  existL1'lg F\t.n.ds  - the  Regional  :E\md,  the Social  Fund,. 
the  Eil.GGF  Guidance  Section,  the  EIB - must  be  better  co~o:rdi..:"l:at;ed 
•.vi th one  a.--:other.  The  operatio:LS  of the various  Funds  and  the EIB 
shorud  E,Tadtu:!.ll,T  come  to  be  regarded.  as  components  of a  join·t 
structural policy..  This  policy must  encourage  at E:uropea.n  leYel 
the  de,..relo:pmcnt  of key industri·es  with a  strong technological 
bias.  In addition efforts mU.st  be  made  to reorganize declining 
industries  and to .implement a  new  international.  economic  order~ 
Furthermore,  the  EIB' s  ~rolume .of  operations must be  increased 
to  finance  investment  in the least develo:;ed.  parts of the  Comn:n.111i ty 
a.."'ld  to help projects  contributi,ng to  economic  recovery  in areas  of 
incl:..;·.ztria.l  decline..  The  Bank should . also  give mor·e  support  to 
inves·tment  in the  energy sector.  TJ:.e  Co!!l!!!ission's  proposals 
concerning investment  and loans  should be  e:~2lllined thoroughly 
ar~d  w:i:!;;hou.t  delay in a  collStru·:::ti·.;re  spirit., 
3.  Ei.scril  h8:rrno:a::LzBtion  ----- - --- -
A true  co.mmo11  :na.rket  req_uires that  the !.'Iember  States  form  a 
single  economic  area "d. th all the  characteristics  of  a  domestic 
market..  T.?..:~:  frontiers must therefore be  pro&ressively dismantled  .. 
In cO.!lcrete  terms  this tlea..;.s  that in particular as  regards 
indired;  t:.:;;;:.:es  c.nd  corporation tax effort's must  be  made  to 
harmonize  t:!le  structures of  StlCh  ta.-·<es .. 
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One  of  0\l.l'  objectives in ··this  contc-;;:t  will be  earlJr 
approval  of the draft Directive  on  -i;h,e  cornman  sy:.-tam  .  .,;;;:  taxatio..Yl 
applicable to mergers  between  ool:!lpani\:!s  of di.ffel'-ant Menber 
States,  which has been 'Jefore  the  Cotmcil  :fo:r  a_ui te some  time 
and  whose  pu:rpose  is to 1a;;+  down  comt~on standards for exem!Jtio:n 
f:rom  corporation ta..'<:  vthen  mergers  of  coona"li~s. take  place. 
The  generalized a:p:plicatio:t.I  of the  EEC  ovm  resourcef:l  system, 
.,.1hich  rrill e:!lter  into force  on  1  January  1978,  marks  an  im!lortcnt 
step towards  Euro'S)ean  integration.  However,  :for  the  EEC  ·bo  become 
financially  :L"'ldependent  on that date, it vrill be necessary to 
ado-pt  a  fiz.l2ll.cial  regulation  la~'ing dovm.  ";he  method  of 
calculation of the  EZC 1s  orrn  revenue  from  VAT.  An  ee.rly decision 
is  im.per:a:Uve  but,  in vie\'t of the  fact·  that  accounti.11g  '::'ectuireoents 
arB  c:.lread~r hig.'U.y  complex in most  Bember  St.:=.tes,  it must not 
illcreas e  the  edni.!lisf;rative  burt! en  or.  com~pc.~l.es, 
Our  common  fig.1?.t  against  ta:-:  aYoida.."lce  dem~"ids that first and 
fore::nost  we  approve  tvi'o  draft  Directives~  one  concerning  nutr~~ 
assistance by  the 11'ember  States in the field  of direct ·taxation, 
and  the  other concerning ::mt-...w.l  assistance  i."l  i;he  collection of 
VAT  and  ex·:::ise  duties. 
~-iowever,  we  are  forced.  to record  ths:!i 7  as  wit:-J.  other woral values, 
the  civ-ic  conscience  of  i;axpayers  h"'-!J!  wo2.k;;:ned  a;r:rpreciabl;l  c!v..ring 
the last decade.  Official reports  issued in seiferal I\leober  Stat-:::s 
haYe  al.ready  re,realed  a  higit  incidence  of  ta.,."t  avoidance  .. 
S1lCh  avoid~..nce is a  threat  to  the  eo_uilibr:itt.'ll  of 
States'  public finances.  It distorts conpa·iiition end  ups;?ts  the 
ec·oncmic  ~::md  social  order7  both at uatio:ta..l  e..nd  at intenlationc:.l  l~'rel. 
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~7e  must  therefore  endeavour to v;ork  out  the right 
tax collection system in our countries  and utilize public 
fL"lances  in a  proper mam1er.  The  Commission for its part,  will 
have  to do the  same  for the  Comrmmity  budget. 
To  secure better co-ordination of  our efforts to 
cornbat  tax  evasion I  would  propose  ·tl'lat  tl'le  Council  on fiscal 
affairs devote  some  of its discussions  to this  problem before 
the  end  of the year.  The  Com."'llission  could .draft a  report. in 
preparation for these discussions.  T:'l.is  report could be 
drafted  in collaboration with senior fiscal experts from  the  Member 
States. 
:Experience  has  already often shown  that where  the Member 
States of the  Community  reached  agreement among  themselves  an 
!!lajo:r  economic  and  monetary  problems  end  gave  evidence  of such 
agreement,  this made  a  very effective contribution towards 
the achievement  of positive  solutions  on  a  \7ider international. 
level.  Europe  must  therefore try to speak with  a  single voice 
at the various international meetings deaJ,i.>Jg  with all kinds  of 
econowic  e.."ld  international. problems.  It should  do  so  L"l 
particuJ.ar at the  meeti...~g of the  TIE?  Interi.O Co::mnittee  L"l 
September. 
FL"lally7  I  should like  ~o put before you  a  work  yrogr~~e 
aioed at ma.'ci."l.g  significant progress  i."l  the various  e.reas  to 
which  I  have  just  referred~ 
!  'i'muld  suggest  that at  our meeting on  19  Seutember  we  pre!Jare 
for  tho meetings  of the  International 1!oneta.ry F\md  which start in. 
Washington  on  24  September. 
.  ..  / ... - 8  ... 
Tbe  !1ronetary  Comm.i ttee vrill  prepare  Oi.U'  meeting  7rhe-!'_  it 
meets  on 9  September. 
I  would  also  sugg~s:t that,  at our meeting L'l  October7  we 
discuss  t~1e  adaptation of short-term and medium-term  credit 
mechanisms  •tthich  I  ha~.re  proposed  and the Commission  pro:posels 
concerning inves-tment  al'ld  borrowing..  This  examinatio:t will 
have to be  pr~pa.red by various  committees.  I  'Nould  alsc·  point 
out that  short-term credit  comes  within the  competence  of the 
Gover:no:rs  of  the  Cent:r·a.l  Bal'\.kS  and  that the Committee  of  the 
Governors  will therefore  info:r-m  us  of the results d·f  its ·r:ork 
on this subject. 
In November  we  shall devote  a  third exa.mina:tion  to  the 
economic  situation  a."t'ld  also  com:plete  the report  on  progress 
towards  Economic  e21d  monetary Union,  as  reauested cw  the 
European  Council in 1!arch this year. 
Tc•.va.rds  the  end  of'  the  ~rear,  li'H:;  shall also  r.;ave·  to  de~r6te 
a  meeting to the fiscal problems  to  which  I  referred  earlier. 
Gentlemen,  is tbe  :progr.ornrne  I  '.'.'ished  to  put  -:·e:r :.rs 
you  at the start of this new presidency..  I  ad."!lit  that it is 
tious.  But  whe..11.  the l':linisters  mer;t,  .;. t  must  be  tc·  ·ta.k@. 
decisions  to  enable the Communit;r  to ma.1<e  progress..  HoY;ever, 
the  prcgramme  I  am  putting hefor•:  you  is. also realistic  ~md 
I  ::ru::refore  hope  that  •:.·e~_shall  be  able  to  achieve  '3ignificant '# 
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DRAWING  UP  THE  DRAFT  GENERAL  BUDGEr  FOR  1978 
Opening its discussions  on  the  drawing up  of the draft 
budget for 1978,  the  Council  began  by holding  an  exchange  of 
views,  in preparation for  the meeting with  a  delegation from 
the  European Parliament,  on  a  number  of general  questions arising 
in  connectio~ with the preparatory work  on  the preliminary draft 
as  submitted by  the  Co~nission. 
As  part of  the  co-operation between  the  European  Parliament 
and  the  Council,  it then met  a  delegation from  the  European 
Parliament  composed.  of Mr  SCOTT-HOPKINS  (Vice-President), 
r~ LANGE  (Chairman  of  the  Committee  on  Budgets),  Mr  AIGNER 
(Vice-Chairman  of the  Committee  on  Budgets),  N~ SHAW  (Rapporteur 
on  the  1978 budgeth Lord  BRUCE  (Rapporteur  on  the  1977 budget), 
I\'Ir  MEINTE,  JYI..r  TERRENOIRE,  ~!Ir  RADOUX  and  Mr  SPINELLI  (Members 
of  the  Comrni·ttee  on  Budgets). 
This meeting gave  the delegation from  the huropean 
Parliament  an  opportunity to acquaint  the  Council  with the 
European Parliament 9s  initial reactions to  the preliminary 
draft budget  for 1978,  particularly as  regards its guiding 
principles and priorities.  In addition,  the  delegation was 
able to raise  some  related matters,  also arising out  of  the 
draft. 
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After meeting the  European Parliament delegation,  and 
before  embarking  on  a  detailed examination  of the  preliminary 
draft  budge·~,  the  Council agreed  to establish the draft  1978 
budget  in EUropean units  of account  (EUA)  at the  present 
meeting,  without  prejudice to any future discussions  on  the 
problem  of  the  co~~on intcr]retation of Article  131  of  the 
Act  of Accession.  The  Council  agreed to settle this latter 
problem as  soon as  possible  and  in any  case not later than 
31  October 1977. 
It then  cxGJilined  the remaining problems  point by point, 
bearing in mind  the views  expressed by  the  European Parliament 
delegation.·  Following this discussion,  the  Council established 
the draft general budget  of the European Communities  for 1978. 
This draft budget,  which  amounts  to  some  11 f330  ~'IEUA 
in payment  appropriations  and  11, C12  rnEUA  in commitment 
appropric.tions will be  submitted to the  European Parliament 
at the  Septomber plenary session,  in accordance  with the 
budget  timetableo 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council adopted in the official languages  of  the 
Communities  the Regulations: 
- increasing  ~he volume  of the tariff quota opened for  1977 
by Regulatt:m  (ZK])  No  2930/76 for u."'lwrought  magnesium 
falling within subheading  77~01 A of the  Common  Customs 
Tariff; 
- amending :aegulati·Jn  (EEC)  No  2742/75  on production refunds 
in the cereals and rice sector. 
The  Council  also  adopteo.  in the official languages  of 
the  ComETLmi ties the Regulation amending Regulation  (EEC) 
No  2757/75  as regards "the  accession compe:1satory  amounts 
and coefficients to be  applied thereto for cereals. 
These  8.menc'1~ents  cover mainly the  cmr.pensatory  amounts 
applicable from  1  August  to  31  December  1977  in trade between 
the  Cor"Lsi.-:r..i ty as  originally constituted and the new  Member 
States  8X.i.d.  between the latter and non-member  countries,  the 
amounts  being as follows for  the  cereals listed below: 
UA/tonne 
.  _j_  Denma.rk 
Trade  with 
Ireland  United Kingdom 
Com.1non  wheat  1tt96 
I 
1.43  8 .. 51 
1.85  3 .. 18  9.05 
l 
Barley 
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PROGRESS  REPORT 
The  Council  took cognizance  of a  note from  the presidency 
on  progress to date  on  the  various problems under  examination 
by  the  Council meeting in a  composition  other than that  of the 
Ministers for Foreign Affairs.  It briefly discussed certain 
aspects  of the report,  particularly the  energy  and social 
sectors. 
GREECE 
The  Council prepared the  )rd session of the  Conference 
at Ministerial level between  the  European  Communities  and 
Greece  - accession negotiations  - which  was  held on  Monday 
25  July 1977. 
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FISHERIES 
The  Council  requested the  Commission  to continue its 
talks  with the  Spanish authorities in order to  reach  a 
solution to  certain problems in adjusting the  autonomous 
fishing arrangements  currently applicable to Spanish-
registered ships.  The  Council  agreed to  extend the 
arrangements  at present in force  from  1  August  :to 
30  September  1977. 
West  Africa  --------
The  Cou..ncil  took stock of the situation regarding 
fishing by  Community  fishermen in the  waters  of certain west 
African countries.  It took note in particular of the 
Commission  report  on  the negotiations with Guinea Bissau, 
Senegal  Bnd  Cape  Verde  &~d of the prospects  of entering into 
negotiations  with mauritania. 
The  Council likewise  toolc  note  of the intention of 
the  Commission shortly to  submit  appropriate proposals 
regarding the  conditions under which fishing agreements 
could be  concluded with each of these  countries. 
It asked  the  Commission  to  take  the  necessa~J steps to 
maintain fishing possibilities for Community  fishermen in 
. this area pending the conclusion of th.e  agreements. 
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EEC-CYPRUS  and  EEC-MALTA  ASSOCIATIONS 
Following an  exchange  of views,  the  Council agreed  to 
suggest to these  countries that the  signing of the Protocols 
which have  just been negotiated  should  take  place  (at  · 
Ambassador level)  around  mid-September  1977. 
It instructed the Permanent Representatives  Committee  to 
prepare for the  implementing of this decision. 
RELATIONS  WITH  LEBANON 
The  Council  agreed  to ask  the Board  of Governors  of  the 
European  Investment  Bw...k  to let it lmow  within what  limits 
and  on  what  terms the Board  could consider meeting the  request 
for  exceptional aid to Lebanon  whereby Lebanon  would  have 
access  to EIB  loans  on  market  terms. 
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RBLATIONS  WITH  THE  TJNI~ED STATBS 
The  Council  took note  of a  report by r.1r  F..AFER.KA~lfP. 
Vice-President  of the  Cmnmission,  on  the  recent  te.lkP  with 
members  of the United States administration,  in particular 
the  Special  Trade  Representative,  Mr  STRAUSS,  about  resuming 
the multilateral trade negotiation!:!  according to·a detailed 
timetable. 
The  Council furthermore-approved  the  Commission 
communication-concerning the  possible  application  of 
United States. retaliatory measures  against the  refund  of 
VAT  on  Community  exports. 
SUGAR  NEGOTIATIONS 
Following a  statement  b~r  the  Uni teCI.  King-dom  deleeation 
the Council held a  brief discussion  on  the  situation ree;arclinp 
the negotiation of a  new  international sugar agreement;  it 
was  agreed that the  Community  bodies would  continue their 
discussions  on  the matter  earl~r in  Septemb~r. 
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~ffiDITERRANEAN AGRICULTill~E 
The  Council heard  a  statement  from the French delegation 
introducing the French Government's  memorandum  on the  reform 
of  Com1nv.ni ty rules governing mediterranean agricultural 
produce • 
. The  Italian delegation mentioned that it had  also  just 
submitted a  memorandum  to the  Council  concerning the 
Mediterranean problems  of the  Community. 
The  Council reiterated its request  to  the  Comraission to 
give  the mgtter priority,  in view of its wider  implications, 
especially for enlargement. 
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JET 
The  Council  agreed to  continue  discussing  and  talre  its 
final  decision on the  choice  of the  JET  project site at its 
meeting  on  20  September  1977.  Consul  tat  ions  bet•.veen  the 
delegations  concerned will  ta~-:e  place,  under the  aegis  of the 
Presidency,  nt  the  beginning o:f  Se  ... ptember. 
The  Permanent  Representatives  Committee  was  instructed 
to settle the  remaining  c)_etails  of  implementation by that  date 
so  that the  Council  can taL:e  a  decision on all aspects  of · 
the  project  at the  meeting. 
The  Council  instructed the Conmission to talc::  the neoessarf 
steps to maintain the  JET  design team in op8ration until 
30  September  1977. 
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NUCLE./I..B.  PROBLEMS 
On  the  basis of a  statement by Commissioner  BRUi:rNER 
and  a  report  from  the Permanent  Representatives Committee 7 
the  Council  adopted a  number  of guidelines  which will. 
enable  the  Commission  to  continue its negotiations with 
Canada  on  the  adaptation of the  1959 Agreement. 
INFCEP 
·-·~-................ _ 
The  Council  discussed the question of the  possible 
ps.rticipation of the  Comi-rruni ty in the work  of the 
International Fuel Cycle  Evalu~tion Programme  (TI~FCEP). 
It instructed the Permanent  Representatives  Corrnnittee 
.to make  the appropriate  preparations for the Council 
meeting on  '20  September ancl  to  take  what  practic8.1  steps 
were  necessary should the  INFCEP  progrrulli~e beein before 
that date. 
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RELATIONS  WITH  THE  REPUBLIC  OF  DJIBOUTI 
After fonnally taking note  of  a  request for accession 
to the  Convention  of Lome  sent  by the President  of the 
Republic  of Djibouti,  I\Ir  HASSAN  GOULED  AJ?TIDON,  to the 
President  of the  ACP~-EEC Council of Wiinisters  ~  the  Council, 
recognizing the  special political importance  which  the 
CoE1muni ty attaches to  econo11ic  stability in an area of  Africa 
which is threatened by political troubles,  adopted  a  Decision 
temporarily  continuing the granting to Djibouti,  which  bocmne 
independent  on  27  JU11e 7  of the benefit  of the  arrangements 
:provided for in the  Council Decision of  29  June  1976  on  the 
association of the  overseas  countries  and territories  (OCT) 
to the  Eu.ropea..'1.  Eco:nomic  Community. 
These  arrangements  9  which  include :provisions  on  tre.de, 
the  stabilization of export  earnings  and financial"and 
teclmical co-operation,  will continue to apply to the new 
Ste.te  for  one  year,  on  the understanding that the  Cou1'1cil  of 
the  Con1muni ties may  well  extend its Decision for an appropriate 
period. 
The  Council  ended its discussion by adopting the following 
statement  on  relations.with the  Republic  of Djibouti: 
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111. Pending the  accession of the  Republic  of Djibouti to the 
Lome  Convention,  the  Community will  support Djibouti's 
request  to take  :part  in the  proceedings  of  the  EEC-ACP 
institutions as  an  observer. 
2.  The  Community  intends to give  sympathetic  consideration 
to  the  request by the  Republic  of Djibouti  concerning 
the measures it would like to  take  to ensu:::-e  representation 
with the  Community. 
3.  The  Council  hopes that the  Republic  of Djibouti will 
undertaJce  to  observe  the  provisions gover.;:1ing  relations 
betv..reen  the  Commu.rli ty  a..11.d  the  overseas  countries  and 
territories during the  period in which these  provisions 
are  temporarily applicable  to it. 
4.  Should the  Republic  of Djibouti not  have  r..cceded  to the 
Lome  Convention by  26  JUL11.e  1978 the  Cotmcil vrill  agree 
to extend its Decision of 25  July 1977 for  ru1  appropriate 
period. 11 
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TEXTILES  ___  ,_.._..._  ... 
On  the basis of the  guidelines  put  forvre,rcl  by the 
Corrunission,  the  Cm .  .mcil  we.s  c.ble  to  reach agreement  in 
principle  on  the Regulation maintaining the  arrangements 
for the  authorization of im:;>orts  into the  Community  or 
certain  T~!ember States of cot-ton  yarn  8..:i.1.d  clothing originatinG 
in certain non-member  countries. 
It invited the Permanent  Representatives  Committee  to 
finalize this  agTeernent  and to have  it formally ap)roved as 
quickly as  possible  by  mee~s of  the written procedure. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council also  revicv'led  the  state of negotiations in 
the t8xtile sector at  the  end  of the  Geneva  dis<Jussions  on 
the rencgiation of the Multifibre  Arranserncnt. 
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COMMUNITY  POSITION  FOR  Tim  UNITED  NATIONS  DISCUJ~:IONS 
The  Cormcil  agreed  on t?1e  approach to  be  ac.o:pted  by 
the  Corrummi ty and  the  l\1edoer  States  in the  Uni-Gec".  Nations v 
(General Assembly  and  ECOSOC)  discussions  on  inte~national 
economic  co-operation follor.'ing the vdnding up  of the  CIECo 
BALL  BEP.RINGS 
The  Cm.mcil  acloptecl  a  F..ee:;ulation  concernin(S the application 
of the  m1ti-c!.umping  dutJ  on 'jall bearings  and  ta:;>ered roller 
bearing~::;  originating in Japan. 
The  Regulation provic,e3  :cor the  introduction of  a  final 
anti-dumping duty of  15~~  for the  above  proo.ucts.  The  applicati~:m 
of this  rlu.ty  is howeve:c  suspended  and "'ill be  triggered if the 
main  Japanese  producers  o:::  boll bearings  o.o  n:)t  n.bHl.e  by their 
undertal:i~'; to  revievv  pricGo  o 
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ZOOTECillHCS 
The  Council  settled the  remaining  problems  concerning 
the  procedure  for the  decisions  implementing the Directive 
on  Zootechnics  and  adopted 
the Directive  ccncerning  pure·-bred breeding animals  of 
bovine  species 
the Decision establishing a  Standing Committee  on 
Zootechnics. 
This  provision is intended to liberaliz.e  intra--Community 
trade  in.  pure·~-bred breeding animals  of the  bovine  species 
and regulates  the  technical procedures  involved. 
SHIPBUILDING 
After the Council had heard a  statement  by the French 
delegation describing the  problems  besetting the  shipbuilding 
industry,  it took note  of the Commission's  intention of 
submitting proposals  by  October covering both the internal 
and  external aspects  of ship1Juilding. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the  Regulations 
- concerning protective measures  on  imports  of certain 
motorcycles  from  Japan; 
- maintaining in force  the  arrangements for the  authorization 
of  imports  into the  United Kingdom  of certain knitted or 
crocheted articles originating in the  Islamic Republic 
of Pakistro1. 
Food  aid  --
The  Council  agreed,  in view of the  urgency of the  aid, 
to  Denmark's  sending 20,000  ton..l'J.es  of  cereals to  ~.~ozambique 
as  an  advance  on  the  1977/1978 plan. 
The  Council  also  adopted  the  official texts of the 
1977 aid programmes  for mille products in the  form of 
skimmed  milk powder  and butteroil.  The  aid progra.mi·':le  consists 
of  105,000 tonnes  of  skimmed  milk powder  and  45,000 tonnes 
of butteroil,  and  is allocated to various countries and 
bodies  concerned as follows: 
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PROGRAMME  D'AIDES  EN  LAIT  ECREl'!IE  EN  POUDRE  DE  1977 
PAYS 
I  •  AIDES  NORMA.LES 
MONTANT 
en  tonnes 
Egypte  10.000 
r----------------------------------------------
Guinee  Bissau  100 
--------------------------------------------- Pakistan  2.500 
-------------------------------------------- Soudan  4.000 
~-----------------------~--- ---------------- ·Tanzanie  2·.ooo 
r----------------------------·---------------- Yemen  R.A.  1.500 
r----------------------------·----------------- Yemen  R.D.P.  650 
~----------------------------~-------------- Afg.anistan  300 
~----------------------------~-------------- E.C.A.  150 
-------------~------------------------------ Ghana  2.300 
~------------------------------------------- Guinee  Conakry  900  ----------------------------f-----------·----
Indonesie  1.250  . _____________________________ ,_ ______________ _ 
Ouganda  ( 1 )  5  00 
------------------------~----~-------------- Philippines  2.750 
---------------~-------------~-------------- Rwanda  ·  1.000 
-· ·---------------------------~--------------
Sri  Lanka  2.000  _____________________________ ,_ _____________ _ 
Sao-Tome  Principe  150 
f-------------------------------------------- Honduras  1.000 
~----------------------------~-------------- Perou  1.500 
r-----------------------------~-------------- Syrie  500 
(1)  Par l'intermediaire d'un  organisme  specialise 
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MONT ANT 
en  tonncL-: 
---+--------·  -- -
Uruguay  500 
~--------------------------- Jamar  que  500 
~--------------------------- El  Salvador  ?00 
Liberia  200 
Malte  150 
Maurice  50G 
II.  ACTIONS  D 
1 URGENCE 
Botswana  ----------------------------1-----------------
Burundi  250 
----------------------------r--------------- ... 
Cap  Vert  650 
----------------------------r------------ -----
Ethiopie  }!0 
-----------------------~----r---------------- Jordanic  1.  500  ,..----------------------------'----------- ------
Lesotho  j(! 
----------------------------'------------- -·-----
Mauritanie  1 .ooo 
----------------------------!---------------------- ·-
Mozambique  1 • OOU  ____________________________  ,... _________ --- ---·-----
Somalie  2.·r:iti  ------------------------------------------ --·--· 
Vietnam  5 .coG  --------------------------------·--------·--__ ; 
Zarnbie  ~o, 
1---~-----------+-~-----.  ----
III •  INSTITT.TTIONS 
CICR  2.500  !----------------------------1------------···· ----
LICROSS  5Wl  ____________________________  ,... ____ ------------· -----
PM~  27.000 
-----------------------------r------------··--------- .. 
1  PAM  (Portugal)  ~iOO  -----------------------------1--------.. -.....  -- .... -- . 
IDHCEF  11 • OCO  1-------------+------·----·---
IV. 
TOTAL  105.000  1  1..-------------J------------· 
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PROGRAr1J11E  D'AIDES  El'T  BUTTEROIL  DE  1977 
PAYS 
I •  AIDES  NORMALES 
Egypte 




-----------------------------~-------------- Pakistan  2.250 
-----------------------------~-------------- Soudan  1 • 000 
~----------------------------~-------------- Yemen  R.A.  700 
~----------------------------~-------------- Yemen  R.D.P.  700 
-----------------------------~--._  __________ _ 
Af'ga.nistan  200 
-·----------------------------~-------------- E.c.A.  150 
~----------------------------~-------------- Ghana  200 
~----------------------------~-------------- Guinee  Conakry  200 
~----------------------------~--------------
Ouga.nda  ( 1. )  200 
-------------------------------------------- Senegal  200 
----------------------------- -------------- Sri Lanka  200 
-----------------------------~-------------- Sao-Tome  Principe  200 
-----------------------------~-------------- .Honduras  3  00 
----------------------------- -------------- Perou  500 
.-----------------------------~-------------- Syrie  400 
(;)  Par 1 'intermeclia~re d •un  organisme  specialise 
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·----r-·----· 
PAYS  MONTANT 
en tonnes 
~---------------------------+----------------
II.  ACTIONS  D'URGENG'i: 
Botswana  20  ----------------------·----------------------
Burundi  300  · 
---------------------------- --------------- Cap  Vert  250 
Ethiopia ·  750 
Inde  ( 2)  3 • 000 
Jordanie  1 .o.;o 
Lesotho  20 
Mauritanie  1.200 
Mozambique  550 
Somalie  1.500 
Vietnam  2.300 
Zambie  550 
1--------------------------·-r----------·-----
III.  INS1~TUTIONS 
cr~  200 
L~cnoss  200  -----------------·-----------t------·-·-----·---. 
.  PAM  1 o.coo 
UNICEF  2.000 
UNRWA  (J)  3. 200 
UNHCR  (Angola)  2.  000 
UNHCR  (ChyprP.)  1.000 
----------------------------r------------·--
CRS  (Chili)  (4)  2.000 
2.460 
TOTAL  45.000 
( ~)  Action  d6 ja  decidee  par anticipation par le  Cc;nseil  le  5  avril  1977 
(3)  Action de:ja  d~c.:Uee par anticipation pax  lr:  Cunsdl le  16  juin 1977 
(4)  A~tion c!e.;a  SClliniSe a !'approbation du  Ccn3ei1 
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Fisheries 
~··-·-----................... . 
The  Council  adopted,  in the official lanrs-uacces  of the 
Communitiesp  Regulations 
laying dovvn  interim measures  for the  conservation ana 
mro~agement of certain herring stocks: 
·-·  amending Council Regulation  (EE·C)  No  3 50/77  e.s  re6';ards 
measures  :prohibiting the  fishing of Norway  pout. 
The  Council also  acreed to  the  2.utonomous  arrangements 
applicable to  fishermen  from  the Faroe  Islands  as  from 
1  August  1 977. 
ECSC 
The  C01.mcil  was  conf:'ul  ted u_ncter  Article  1"'  of 
Commission Decision 7.3/?137/ECSC  of 15  July 1973.concerning 
coking coal  and  coke  for the  iron and steel ina.ustry of the 
Conununi ty,  on  a  draft  Commission Decision  amendinr~ 
Decision 3544/73/ECSC  implementing Decision 73/"87/ECSC 
concerning coking coal and coke. 
Research 
The  Cou_ncil  instruct  eel  the  Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  to  examine  the  Co~~ission commtmication  on  the 
action to  be  teken on the  feasibility study  ...  Burope  +  30  -· 
e.nc1  its :9roposal  for  a  research  l1rogr9Jll!D.e  on  forecasting and 
assessment  in tho field  of science  e.no.  technolo~r,  anct to 
make  e.  report  as  soon as  possible for  the  Gouncil  of  T~inisters 
responsible  for research. 
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The  Cm.mcil  adopted,  in -:;he.  official langne.ges  of the 
Communities, 
- Directives 
=  on  the  education of the  children of migrant  v·mrkers; 
=  on the  approximation of the  laws,  regulations  and 
administrative  provisions· of the  l~ember States 
relating to the  provision of safety signs at 
places of worki 
- Decisions 
= amending Decision 75/459/EEC  on  action by the 
European Social  Fund  for persons affected by 
employment  difficulties and  Decision 76/206/EEC 
on intervention by the  European Social  Fund  in 
favour of persons  occupied in the  textile  and 
clothing industries; 
= on  action by the  European Social  ~Dd for migrant 
workers  and  handica~ped persons. 
The.  Council  appointed the  following  as full members  of 
the  Advisory  Comr~ittee  on  Safety,  Hygiene  and  P~alth 
Protection at Work 
on  a  proposal by the  Danish  Government,  Mrs  Bente  CHRISTENSEN, 
Formand  for Foreningen af autoriserede Ergoterapeuter, 
to replace  ~irs Kirsten  STALLKNECHT,  who  has resigned,  for 
the  remainder of r:1rs  STALLKNECHT's  term  of office,  i.e  .. 
until 4 May  1978; 
on  a  proposal by the  Netherl2nds  Goverrunent,  !Ir E.  TINGA, 
Pvl. Direkteur-Generaal van de  Arbeid,  to replace 
Mr  H.B.  ELDERING,  who  has resigned,  for the  remainder  of 
Mr  ELDERING' s  term of office,  i.e. until  4  Ma.~r  1978  • 
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The  Council also  appointed,  on  a  proposal  by the 
Commission,  r1r  Romain  KUGE.NER~ Chef  du  service  du  personnel 
de  la Soci~t6 Nationale  des  Chemins  de  Fer luxembourgeois, 
as  full member  of the  Administre.ti  ve  Board  of the European 
Foundation for  the  improvement  of living and  working 
conditions to replace  ~1r  SCHLIESSFR,  who  has resigned,  for 
the  remainder  of Er  SCHLIBSSER
0s  term of office,  i.e. 
until 14  ~narch 1979. 
Environment 
The  Co~~cil adopted in the official  lan~.lages of the 
Communities 1  Decisions 
···  concluding the  Convention  for  the  protection of the 
r~editerranean Sea  against  pollution and the Protocol for 
the  prevention of the  pollution of the Mediterraneen Sea 
by  du..mping  from  ships and aircraft; 
- conclucUng a  Convention for the  protection of the  Rhine 
against  Chemical Pollution and an Additional Agreement  to 
the  Agreement  signed in Berne  on  ?9  April  1963  concerning 
the  International  Commission  for  the  Protection of the 
Rhine  2.grdnst  Pollution. 
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The  Council  agreed to  a  series of  joint data processing 
projects following  on  from the first series  of  joint projects 
adopted  by the  Colli~cil in this field  on 22  July 1976. 
These  projects  concern: 
- a  series of studies in the  field  of  software portability 
aimed at developing portable  software,  i.e. software  which 
cm1  be  treated by different Iaachines in order to make  the 
use  of  computers  more  independent  of their make  and to 
reduce  conversion costs; 
a  series  of studies  concerning methods  of using and 
protecting data;  these studies  aim to ensure  the 
.confidentiality and security of data with the particular 
concern of  pro·~ecting the  individual from  the  computer, 
the  efficient use  of computers  by improving programming 
techniques  and  better use  and manager,1ent  of data base 
systems; 
- a  4···year experinental project to develop high speed data 
cmJI:mnication techniques in Europe;  this project will 
consist  of a  series  of data communication  experiments 
carried  out  between the  European Research Centre  (CERN) 
ru1d  various  Europe~n laboratories  and  will make  use  of 
the  Satellite designed  by  the European  Space  Agency  (ESA)i 
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a  study of d8.ta  processing systems  for· information  on 
imports/exports  for the  purpose  of  determining the long·· 
term conditions,  in the administration of the  Customs 
union and in the  Common  Agricultural  Polic~r for the 
transmission  and  ra.pid  processinz of ds.ta  on  imports  e.nd 
exports,  on  the agricultural market  enrl  on its financial· 
management; 
a  series of exploratory studies to  determine  subsequent 
projects of Comrnunity  interest. 
0 
0  0 
The  Cou..n.cil  adopted in the  official  lEmQ,rv.<:~.ges  of the 
Coramuni ties  a  Regule.tion  amending 'legulation  (:~Er::)  No  fJ?F:/77 
on  the  exchange rates applicable to additional aid for the 
replanting of  or~n.ge end mendarin trees, 
0 
0  0 
The  Council adopted  in the  official lensuages  of the 
Commlh~ities a  Decision on  the preparation of public  budgets 
for  1978. 
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The  Governments  of the Nember  States  &"1.d  the  Commission 
of the European Comn1unities  were  represented as  follo~~= 
~~!g~~: 
I1fr'  Antoine  HID/IBLET 
Denmnrk: 
Mr  Poul DALSAGER 
rlr Hans  J,t)rgen  KRISTENSEN 
!Jr Josef ERTL 
r.lr  Hans-Jlirgen ROHR 
France: 
l'lf.r  Pierre rmHA.IGNER.Ii.i.: 
lllr  Jacques  BLANC 
Ireland: 
lVIr  Jim GIBBONS 
!!§:~Y.:: 
J.'Ir  Giovanni  MARCORA 
J:ilr  Arcangelo  LO  BIANCO 
~:linister for Agriculture 
Minister for .Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ninistry of  Jl..griculture 
Federal I.Iinister for Agriculture 
State  Secretary, 
Federal Hinistry of  Agriculture 
Minister for  Agriculture 
State Secretary at the Ministry 
of Agriculture 
Ilinister for Agriculture 
minister for Agriculture 
Deputy State Secretary, 
Ministry of .Agriculture 
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• • •I •·,..  ~ Mr  Jean H.AIULIUS 
Mr  Albert  BERCHE.r1l 
The  Netherlands:  __  ..... _...,.-...:l: ________  _ 
T.lr  A.P.L.r!I~Mo  VAN  DZR  STEE 
~g~~-!:!~~1~~-!~128:~9.~  ~ 
L:ir  J oh11.  S I LKIN 
TJr  Gavin  STRANG 
The  Cm~mri.ssion:  --··---..----·----
~.'tr  Finn  Olav  GUNDELACH 
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Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of  Agriculture 
filinister for  _1\gricul ture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries  m~d Food 
Parliamentary Secretary, 
Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Vice-President 
0 
0  0 
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DANISH  11 GREENn  KRONE 
The  Council  adopted the  Commission  proposal  for a 
Regulation amending Regulation No  878/77  on  the  exchange  rate 
to  be  applied in agriculture  to the Danish krone.  ~~he  aim of 
this Regulation is to align the 
11green
11  krone  on the  official 
rate  following the  recent  devaluation of the  Danish krone, 
and will consequently avoid the  application of monetary 
compensatory  a;·nounts  to Derunarlr. 
The  fo1J.owing table  indicates the  effects of this measure: 
Effects 
Former rate  New  rate  Deval.  on prices  on MCA's 
in %  in~"  in points 
. 
DKr:::O. 122077  UA  1 DKr:::0.1167J3  UA 
5.263  5  +  0 
UA  :::8. 13822  DKr  1  UA  :::8.56656  DKr 
---'-·  ·-· 
In e.dd.ition,  l\Ir  GUNDBIJACH  referred to the  undertaking 
which  the  Cornmission had already entered into to  submit  a  fresh 
proposal  in tihe  agri-monetary sector at the  begim1ing of 
October.  He  said that  the  Co~nission would also  submit  the 
result  of the  examination it he:-:cd  made  of the  problGms  of 
distortion of  competition arising from  the  system of  compensatorJ{ 
amounts. 
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WINE  ~'!ARKET 
The  Council took note  o:f  a  :?tatement  by  the  I:'rench 
delegation,  Yvhich  the  Italian delegation endorsed,  concerning 
the  wine  market  situation and  the  measures to be  taken to 
alleviate difficulties as  a  result  of the  1977  hL~rvest. 
The  French  Government. had  asked the  Corn.rllission  to  examine 
all the  measures which might  be  taken pursuant to Article  38 
of the  basic  wine  regulation,  including the  granting of aid 
for the  use  of concentrated m1).sts  to enrich the  1977  wine 
harvest. 
Er  GUNDELACH  informed the  Council  of the  need for 
essential additional  information before  the  Commission  could 
state its conclusions  in the  matter. 
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HOP  MARKET 
The  Council took note  of a  statement  by  the  German 
delegation,  endorsed by  the  Belgian delegation,  concerning 
the situation in ·!ihe  hop m!lrket  and  the measures  to be 
introduced to alleviate the difficulties which had arisen. 
The  Commission  sr.uLounced  its  intention~ not  only  of 
forwarding to the  Council in the near future  a  proposal for 
implementing the structural arrangements  already  contemplated, 
but  also of bringing forward the submission of its report  on 
aid in this sector. 
The  Council briefly considered  a  number  of questions 
connected with the  implementation  of its decision concerning 
the  co-responsibility levy in the milk products  sector.  It 
agreed to return ·!io  the subject at its next meeting on 
26  and  27  September  1977  on  the  basis  of a  Crnrunission  report. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council adopted the Regulation  concluding an 
agreement  with  Aust::.~ia,  under Article XXVIII  of the  GATT 1  on 
the unbinding by that  country of  the tariff concessions  for 
cheese. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  adopted,  in the  official la:.'lguages  of the 
Communities,  the  Decision setting up  a  consultation procedure 
on  relations  between Member  States  and  thirc1  countries  in 
shipping matters  and  on  action relating to such matters  in 
international  organization. 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proposal  from  the British Gover11ment  1  the  Council 
appointed as  full members  of the  Committee  of the European 
Social  :B'und 
- mr  David  DEUCHAR~  Education,  Training and  Technology 
Department,  Confederation of British Industry,  to replace 
l\'Ir :Melville  IPE,  full member,  who  has  resigned, 
- I\IIr  D.J.  HODGKINS,  Department  of Employment,  to replace 
Mrs  ICENT,  full member,  who  has  resi@1ed~ 
for the  remainder  of their predecessors 0  terms  of  office~ 
i.e. until 28  October  1977. 
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Acting on  proposals  from  the United Kingdom  and Danish 
Governments  respectively,  the  Co"vmcil  appointed as full members 
of  the Advisory  Committee  on Vocational Training: 
- IVIr  H.N.  TOI\lfLINSON,  Assistant Director,  !:~an  power  and Training 
Engineering llinployersQ  Federation,  to  replace Mr  E.  de  B.  MARSH, 
full member?  who  has  resigned~ 
- Mr  0 .J. l\ITICKI;LSEN,  Direktoratet for Erhvervsuddannelserne, 
to  replace J.A.  1\fORTENSEN~  full member,  who  has  resigned, 
for  the  remainder of their  terms  of office,  i.e~  ~mtil 
20  June  1978. 
Ac~ing on  a  proposal  from  the United Kingdom  Government,  . 
the  Council appointed mr  A.B.  MARTIN,  Health and Safety 
Executive,  as a  full member  of the Advisory  Committee  on 
Safety,  Hygiene  and Health Protection at Work  to  replace 
Mr  D.  RICHARDSONj  full member,  who  has  resigned,  for the 
remainder of his term of office, i.e. until 4  May  1978. 
Acting on a  proposal from  the Irish Government,  the 
Council appointed Mr  H.J.  CURLIS,  General and rEunicipal Workers
1 
Union~ as  a  member  of  the  Economic  and Social Committee  to 
replace II'Ir  B.G.  HARKIN,  member,  who  has  resigned,  for  the 
remainder of his  term of office?  i.,e.  unti·l  16  September  1978. 
Acting on  a  proposal  from  the  D&~ish Government,  the  Council 
appointed Mr  liorten Kjaergaard HANSEN  as an alternate member 
of  the Advisory  Committee  on Medical Training to  replace 
Mr  SCHI~LLER, alternate,  for  the  remainder of his  term of 
office,  Le. until 5  April  1979. 
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The  Governments  of  the Member  States and  the Commission 
of  the European Communities  were represented as follows: 
!?£}:€;~~: 
Mr  Gaston GEENS 
Mr  Willy CL.AES 
DeTh.uark: 
Mr  Gunnar  RIBBEHOLDT 
Q:~E~~!!l: 
Mr  Hans  APEL 
Mr  Manfred  LAHNSTEIN 
France: 
Mr  Robert  BOULIN 
Ireland:  ---·---
Mr  George  COLLEY 
I!~!l= 
Mr  Gaetano  STAWTh'IATI 
!!~!:il!£2.~!:5: 
Mr  Jacques POOS 
Minister for Finance 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
Ambassador, 
Permanent Representative 
Federal Minister for Finance 
State Secretary, 
Federal  Ministr~r for, Finance 
Minister responsible for 
Economic  and Financial Affairs 
Minister for  Fin~~ce 
Minister for the Treasury 
Niinister for Finance 
1054  e/77  (Presse  105)  ton/BS/jvdb  ...  / .... The  Netherlands~  ---------------
jVfr  W  .. F.  DUI SENBERG 
!E~_gni!2~-~~~~2~~ 
Mr  Denis  HEALEY 
The  Cmmnission:  ______  ..... ______  .,  .. 
Mr  Frangois-Xavier  ORTOLI 
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Minister for Finance 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Vice-P.resident 
0 
0  0 
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ANNUAL  MEETINGS  CF  THE  INTERNATIQl'TAL  MONET.t\RY  Fl~:D  AND 
THE  WORLD  BANK 
The  Council  dealt with matters preparatory to the 
annual meetings  of  the International Monetary  Fund  and 
the Vvorld  Bank  which  are to  be  held in Washington at the 
encl  of this month.  It approveo.  the  statements  to be mac1e 
on behalf  of the Community  at these meetings  by  the Council 
President. 
ECONOMIC  SITUATION  IN  THE  COMl'IIUNITY 
The  Council held an  exchange  of views  on the latest 
developments  in the  economic  situation in the Community, 
and  in particular on  the  economic  policy measures recently 
taken or currently under  examination in the different 
. countries. 
It agreed to  continue its exchange  of views at its 
meeting  on  17  October 1977. 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the Cmmnission 
of the European Communities  were  represented as follows: 
Mr  Henri  SIMONET 
Denmark: 
Mrs  Lise  ~STERGAARD 
Mr  Niels ERSB,elLL 
Mr  Hans  Dietrich GENSCHER 
Mr  Klaus von DOHN.ANYI 
France:  ------
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister without Portfolio, 
with special responsibility 
for foreign policy questions 
State Secretary, 
Ministry·of Foreign Affairs 
Federal Minister for Foreign 
Affairs 
Minister of State, 
Federal Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs 
Mr  Pierre-christian TAITTINGER  State Secretary, 
Ireland.:  ....._._._ __ 
Mr  Michael  OtKENNEDY 
Mr  Arnaldo  FORL.A.NI 
Mr  Vito  ROSA 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Deputy State Secretary, 
Merchant Navy  Office  · 
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tr1r  Gaston  S:HGRI\f 
Netherlands~ 
~1r  I.T.  VAN  DEli  S'l'OEL 
Nr  R.F.M.  LUBBERS 
U•.1.ited.  ICin'~':d.,::r.~:  ____  ...... _..._ ___  ~4---
Dr  David  O'':'l!::iT 
Hr  l!'re.nk  JUDD 
C  >liTh11is s ion: 
!Ir Eo y  JEifETNS 
i'-Ir  '\lilhelm  HAY8RIO.J'>'IP 
Mr  l"inn Olav  GUNDKGACH 
I'!1r  Clm1d.e  CH:CYSSON 
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Ninister for  Forei~n Affairs 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
Secretary of  :::;-~ate  f,)r Foreisn 
a:1d  Cor.n11onyrer.~;_th .'\:ffairs 
Secretary of State for Trade 
Minister of State 1 
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RELATIONS  WITH  SPAIN 
The  Council agreed  to  acknowledge  the letters in 
which Mr  A.  SUAREZf  President of the  Spanish  Govern~ent, 
applied on  26  July 1977  for  Spanish accession to  the 
European Communities.  At  the  same  time it agreed  to 
set in train the  relevant  procedure  laid dovvn  by  the 
Treaties. 
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EURATOM  - IAE.:\  RELATIOl'TS 
The  Co1.mcil  agreed  on  tl'.te  basis for an  arr.?J.1C::e:!1ent 
bet;r..'een Euratom  and  tl:e  IAEA  on  the  introduction of  verifi,:::atio~1 
by the  Euratom Control  Agency  in respect  of nucJ_ec.:c  fuel 
reproces:::.:ing :)lants  and  J_ic;ht·-Vie.ter  reactors.  ~
1he Cormcil 
also laid do·i.n  a  se:t;  of  e:,uideJ  .. ines  to  c;.ssic.t  t~1e  Comr.1ission in 
the  furthe:r ne,:;otiations  \··it}!.  ·che  Vienna agensy  on  other 
establishments. 
YlORK  IN  PRJ.-;:J?.r\.ilATI ON  FOR  Till~  I1H~CEP 
The  Co1.mcil  noted  the:~  t:1e  Commis~c:ion  ex.:_Jec'C~';  to  be . 
invited to  c:ttend the  INJ?c::::;p  o:.'g811i  .. ing  confere~>.ce  e.nd  intends 
·co  accept. 
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ELECT IONS  TO  THE  EUROPEAN  PARLI.AIIENT  BY  DIRECT  UNIVERSAL  SUFFRAGE 
The  Council  took stock  of progress in legislative procedures 
in the ~·lember States for instituting elections of representatives 
to  the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage;  all 
the  Governments  confirmed their determination to  do  their utmost 
to  terminate these procedures  in good  time for the elections 
to be held in May/June  1978. 
The  Council  agreed to return to  this matter  regularly~ 
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SEA  FISHING 
The  Council  examined  certain aspects  of the  external 
part  of its fisheries policy,  namely,  a  system of licences 
for controlling the fishing activities of certain non-member 
countriesr  the  autonomous  regime  applicable to certain 
non-member  countries  as  from  1  October  1977 ·and the 
c_ifficul  ties  encountered by  Cormnuni ty fishermen off the 
\'.'est  Africa:ri.  coasts. 
The  Council  agreed.  that as  from  1  October  1977  the 
Commission would  issue licences  to vessels from  non-member 
countries  which  were  subject to  such a  licensing system 
and instructed the Permanent Representatives Committee  to 
fiLalize  the  procedures for administering this  system. 
As  regar&s  the fishing possibilities of  the  Soviet Union, 
Poland and the  Germo..n  Democratic Republic,  the Council 
agreed to  extend the  status quo  by  2  months  in order to 
penni  t  the negotiations  on  the  envisagec1  framework  agreements 
with those  countries to  be  concluded. 
The  Council  also  agreed  on  the  system to be  applied to 
th~ Faroe  Islands for the  remainder  of  1977. 
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Finally,  the  Council  took note  of  a  report  !Jy  Vice-Presiclent 
GUNDELACE  Oi1  fishing re1Gtions  Vii th a  number  of other  non-membe:;.~ 
countries  and  instructed the l'crmanent  Representative::.;  Committee 
to  continue its work  in thic  area.  In this  connection,  the 
Council  too 1 ~  }.Jarticular note  of the  progres:.;  in the negoti2.tions 
with  certain hest Afric2..:11  co1.u1tries  and  recor:.:;ni~'ed the need to 
find  a  soJ.u·!;ion to  the  dL?ficv~  ties encountered by the fishermen 
of certain t:er,Iber States in that  region. 
SUGAR 
The  Co1.mcil  discus:::.ecl  the attitude to be  o.dopted by the 
Community  during the  secO}lcl.  )hase  of the  Nego".:;ic.tinG  Conference 
on sugar no·.-.·  in progress in Gen.eva.  It  instn~:~·~ecl the Permanent 
Represent:-:d:;i  ve:-::  Committee  to  rru..-D.":e  active effort:J  over the  ne::t 
few  days  to arrive at  joint  conclusions. 
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TEXTILES 
The  Council  held a  general discussion. which allowed 
delegations  to  express  their views  on  the various parts  of 
this  Co~mission recomnendation.  As  a  result  of this discussion 
the Council  was  able·to reach certain conclusions which will 
serve as  a  frame  of reference for the  Commission. 
·In this connection,  the Permanent Representatives 
Committee was  instructed to  continue its work  to  enable the 
Directives for  the forthcoming bilateral talks to  be  approved 
in the near  future~  these talks are  expected  to start on 
10 October  1977. 
0 
0  0 
The  Commission  had  put  before the  Council  a  proposal for 
a  Regulation,confirming,  until the  end  of  1977,  a  series  of 
provisional  safeguard measures  which it had  taken on  10 August 
with regard to  textileso 
This Regulation  ( 1 )  was  adopted by  the Council with 
certain al!1endments  proposed by  the  Com.rnission  as  a  result of 
developments  that had  taken place since its initial proposal 
was  finalized. 
( 1 )  This Regulation will be published shortly in the  Official 
Journal. 
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T!TISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Cotu1cil  adopted in the  official langua0es  of the 
Comnrunities  the Regulation introducing a  Community  export 
declaration form. 
The  Cov.ncil  also adopted  Decisions  on: 
the  s ig:i.ling:  of 
=  a..11  Agreement  between the  EEC  and the  Socialist 
Republic  of Roraania  on trade in textile products 
= an Agreement  in the  form  of an  exchange  of letters 
between the EEC  £W."'1d  the Socialist Republic  of Romania 
on trs.de  in textile products 
the  conclusion of an  agreenent  on macaroni,  s;?ae:;hetti  and 
similar products  between the EEC  and Austria negotiated under 
Article :;;:XVIII  of the  GATT. 
0 
0  0 
Acting  on proposals  fror,l the  Danish Government,  the  Council 
appointed 
mr Erik  T,e5TTRUP,  Dansk  Ju.~be jdsgi  verforening,  fv~l li1ember, 
in place  of l\lr  Hans  ,0HRSTR,e5H,  who  has  resig-ned; 
Mrs  Grete  IIEDDER,  Dansk Arbe jdsgi  verforening,  al  tej_~nate,  in 
place  of T:ir  Erik  T,¢TTR,e5P,  who  has  resigned; 
Mr  Gorm  HELSTEEN  JESSEN,  Direl:toratet for arbe jd.smarkedsud-
dannelserne,  alternate,  in plo.ce  of Mrs  Bente  PLINDT  S,e5RENSEH, 
who  has  l~esigned; 
as  members  of the  Advisor;{  Com.l!littee  on Vocational Training, 
for the  remainder of the  respective  terms  of  o:l:fice,  which .are 
due  to  expire  on  20  June  1978. 
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The  Governments  of the T;Iember  States  a.D.d  the  Commission 
of the European  Comrnunities  were. represented as follows: 
~~!~~"!:!-IE~ 
. Hr  Antoine  HUHBLET 
Derunark: 
~:r · Poul  DALSAGER 
Er Svend  JAKOBSEN 
Iilr  J,6rgen HERTOFF 
Iilr  Josef ERTL 
l':Ir  Hans-Jttrgen ROHR 
France;  ------
r,~r  Pierre ~IEHAIGNE£UE 
Itr  f:~arcel  CAVAILLE 
Mr  Jacques  BLANC 
Irela...YJ.d: 
I.:r  Jim  GIBBONS 
r,:r  Brian LENIHAN 
Minister of A&riculture 
rHnister of AGriculture 
Minister of Fisheries 
State Secretaz·y, 
riiinistry of Fisheries 
Federal Einister of Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
. Federal Einis-GI'Y  of Agricul  tu:i.~e 
r~inister of Ac;:cicul ture 
State Sec:;:·e·tiai'Y, 
lVIinistry for Public  Inv-estments 
and Regional  Dev-elopment  with 
special responsibility for 
Transport  (Fisheries) 
State  Secretal~J, 
Einistry of Agriculture 
Linister fo:c'  AG::.'icul ture 
Minister for Fisheries 
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Hr  Ciova...1i  MARCORA 
Mr  Arcangelo  LO  BIANCO 
~l:;~~2~EG: 
~v.ir  Jean HAEILIUS 
nr Albert  BERCHE.Ll 
Netherlands: 
United Kin:g;d.om:  __  ......._  ______  _..&IIi __ 
I!Ir  Jo:b  ... n  SILIITY. 
l\~r  Bruce  IIILLJIJ~ 
mr  Gavin  SI'RABG 
T·he  Commission:  ________ ..  _........,..-
iir Finn Olav  GUNDELACH 
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Minis-ter  of A[;ricul  ture 
State Secretar;, 
I\Iinistry  of Asriculture 
Hinister of Agricul·t;ure 
State  Secretary-~ 
Ministry  of Agriculture 
J\ilinister  of Ag:ciculture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and  Food 
Secretary of State :Cor  Scotlal'~.d 
Parliamentary Secretary; 
rhnistry of Agriculture; 
Fisheries and  I:'ood 
Vice-President 
0 
o  _o 
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HERRING 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulation laying down  interim measures  for 
the  conservation and management  of North Sea herringo 
This  Reg.1lation  extends  the. ban  on  fishing North Sea 
herring until 31  October  1977,  pending the  Council's discussions, 
at its meeting on  24  October next,  on  definitive internal 
fisheries arrangements. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council also ado9ted in the official languages  of 
the  Communities  the Regulation prohibiting for  an  indefinite 
period the direct fishing  a~d landing of herring for industrial 
purposes  other than human  consumption. 
This Regulation applies  to  fishermen who  are nationals  of 
Member  States as well as  to  those  of non-member  c01mtries in 
all  Commu._~i  t;tl  waters.  It has  proved necessary  in view of the 
precarious state of herring stocks in Co®mmity  waters  mLd  the 
im:perati  ve  need  to  conserve those  stocks for human  consurllption • 
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RELATIONS  WITH  CERT}.  .. IN  THIRD  COUNTRIES 
The  Council adopted in the  official languages  of 
the  Community  the  Regul::1tions  l0-ying  dorm  certain interim 
measures  for  the  conservation and managemeDt  of fishery 
resources  applicable  to  vessels flying  the  flag of 
Finlar1.d  and  Portugal  and  to  fisheries vessels  from 
the  Faroe  Islandso 
These  Regulations  extend the  existing autonomous 
arrange;nents  for  a  period of three months  e:cs  from 
1  October 1977.  They  set forth  the  conditions  &"1.d 
procedures  to  be  complied with by  the  fishing vessels of 
the  third countries in question and  stipulate inter alia 
that licences will hen.ceforth be  delivered by  the  Cormnission  .. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council also  adopted  the  Regulations  extending 
until 30  November  1977  the  fishiY1_g  2-rrangements  applicable 
to  the  GDR  and  Poland. 
With  regard  to  C.1;t.tonomous  arro.ngements  for  fishing 
vessels  flying  the  USSR  flag,  the  Council - following 
the  receipt of certain information from  the  Soviet 
authorities regarding Conwunity  fishing activities in 
the Barents  Sea - directed the  Presidency and  the  Co!T'.mission 
to n,;:.ke  the  necess2.ry  requests  to  clarify the  situation. 
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CATCH  QUOTAS  NORTH  OF  62°  NORTH 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of the  Communities  the Regulation laying 
down  the  following distribution among  the  Member  States of the  catch quotas allocated by 
Norway  to the  Community  in the  waters  situated north of 62°  latitude  North for the  period 
from  1  September to  31  December  1977: 
1  September - 31  December  1977 
Species  Quota  Allocation per Member  State 
Cod  18,500 tonnes  FRANCE  3,200 tonnes 
GERIVIllli!Y  2,300 tonnes 
UNITED  VJNGDOM  13,000 tonnes 
Other ·rviember  States  token entry 
He.ddock  13.  3~S as 
by-catch of 
cod 
Saithe  5,000 tonnes  FRANCE  ..  400 tonnes 
GERrii.ANY  3,500 tonnes 
UNITED  KINGDOm  1, 100  tonnes 
Other !11ember  States  token entry 
Greenland Halibut  1,300 tormes  UNITED  KINGDOM  1, 300  tonnes 
Other Meinber  States  token entry 
In the  same  Regulation,  the  Council  fixed the  catch quota for herring from  West  of Scotland 
stocks which vessels  flying the  flag of Norway  are  authorized to take  for the  same  period. 
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The  Council took note  of the·report  from  the  Corrunission 
on  the  application of Protocol No  18  to  the  Act  of Accession 
on the  import of New  Zealand butter  a,.'1.d  cheese  into the 
Uni tecl Kingdom  c1u_ring  1976,  and  there  was  Dr1  exchange 
of views. 
The  Council then discuss.ed  the  price  to be  observed. 
at the cif stnge  for  imports  of New  Zealm1.d  butter into 
the United Kingc1om6  At  the  end  of its debate,  the 
Colincil  adopted  the Regulation raisi:ng the  price  from 
107.16  UA  to  117  .. 88  UA  per 100  kg  with effect frow 
·1  October  1977. 
It was  agreed  that the  Commission  woulcl  continue 
its discussions with the  New  Zeala..nd  authorities  on the 
basis of the  provisions of Protocol No  18. 
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CO-RESPONSIBILITY  LEVY  IN  ~mE lGLK  SECTOR 
The  Council  took note  of a  report  by  the  Commission 
representative  on the  application of a  co-responsibility levy 
as  from  16  September  1977  and  on the  current  prepEration of 
a  progrc::.mme  of measures  promoting the  extension of the  milk 
products market. 
The  Council was  informed of progress  in administrative 
work within the  Me!i:ber  States and at Community  level and  agreed 
to resume  its examination of this item at its next  meeting 
scheduled for  10  and  11  October  1977. 
1111  e/77  (Presse  113)  gra/m.'I/im  •  •  ,.;  .,  0  • STRUCTURES  POLICY 
In reply to  2.  question on  progress made  v·ri th the 
str·uctures  policy  s.nd.  an  accompanying  question on 
Medi terranea,."l  e.gricul  tural problems,  Vice-President  GUNDELACH 
stated that the  Corrrrnission  had  practic2.lly  cowpleted  a. 
nur;1ber  of texts to  serve  as  a  ')asis  for· the  forthcoming 
discuss.ions  by the  Council  on the  future  dil~ection of the 
commo:c:  ,-:;.gricul tural structures  policy  1  particularly v;i th 
reference  to Me<ii terre  .. nean agriculture. 
The  Council  took note  of the  ComJTl.ission z s  intention 
of submitting by  19  October  1977  o.  connmmic:cticn  on  the 
MecH terranean policy  comprising  a  sum1T1ary  of studies  on 
the  imbalance  between the Mediterranean region and  the 
remainder of the  Cmm:1u..'1i ty together with an outline of 
frojected proposals regarding market  org~~izations for 
cert::..in agricul  tur,~cl  products  ::md  strv.cturc:.l  poliC?.  The 
Co::'.missi.Ol1.  intends  to  submit  epecific ·::Jro;)osals  on 
J':Tec!.i terra.nean questions  in these  two  arecoS  in December  1977. 
With  refere:n.ce  to more  wide~-ro.nging structL- 1rG.l 
problens,  the  Cormnission will report  to  the  Council  in 
the very near future  on  the  experience gc..ined  in 
imiJlementing  existing Directives  concerning  structur.J.l 
policy·?  and  will propose  certc.~in aC:justne:.1ts  to  them. 
AdC'.i tional  proposa.ls will be  submitted su')sequently. 
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TRANSFER  OF  COrL!MON  VliEAT 
Following an  exchonge  of views,  the  Council  signified 
its agreement  in  prL~ciple to the  Commission  proposal for the 
transfer to  the  ItaliGU intervention agency  of  200,000 tonnes 
of  common  wheat  held by  the  Germen  intervention agency. 
It nevertheless  agreed  to direct the Special Cmm.aittee  on 
Agriculture  to re-exa;nLn8  the technical de·t;ails  for  the 
tr<msportc,tion  of· this  qu21rGi ty and  to finalize  the relev2nt 
texts  in order to enabl2  the  Council  to arrive at a  form~tl 
decis:LOn by  ·the  most  expoc1i tious means. 
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WIWE 
The  Council  e.dopted  certain adjustments  ·to  the wine 
regulations  supplementing those  made  in July  and  concerning the 
fixing  of represen·tc;,tive  ::md  weighted  average  prices,  the 
acidification a.ncl do.;..acidif'ication  of wines  e.nc,  the  relevant 
oenological processes. 
Tho  Council  also noted  the fact that  o:t  the request  of 
the  French delegation,  supported  by .the  Italian delegation,  the 
Commission  would  in tho near future  be  submiJ.;·cing  a  propos2.l 
concerning the  granting of aid  to certain prod.ucers  fo~ the 
use  of  concentr2.tecl must  in the  making  of t:J.ble  wine  in certain 
disaster-stricken V!inc-growing areas.  The  Council  recorded  its 
agreement  in principle to this maasure  end  inotructed  tho 
Special Committee  on Agriculture  to finalize  the  Regulc:.tion 
as  soon as  possible  so  that it could be  foi'rns~lJ'  e.dopted  by 
means  of  the  quickest  procedure. 
1111  e/77  (-Presse  113)  erd/HM/jr - 12  - 27.IX.77 
SUGP.R 
The  Council  agreed upon add_j_tional  directives for 
the  Conmunity~s position during  the  second  stage  of the 
Negotiating Conference  on  sugar currently under way  in 
Genevc:  .• 
.  .. :  .. ._ 
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i':IISCELLANEOUS  STATEl'fENTS 
The  Council  took note  of the  follovving  statements 
together with the  Cor!1"!lission  replies  where  applicable~ 
- on the  quality criteria for  rye  for intervention 
(Danish delegation)  . 
- on  imports  of 2.pples  and  pe[trs  into  the  Corrununi ty 
(United Kingdom  delegation)  . 
- on  the  recovery  :1nd  re-utili?.ation of aid from  the 
Guiclcmce  Section of the  EAGGF  in impler;.1ento..tion  of 
Regulation No  3171/75 
· {I tali  an delegation) 
-·  on  the  Commission~  s  schedule  of work  as regards 
Medi terronean agriculture 
(F-rench  deleg;;d:;ion) 
on the  sale of intervention butter st reduced  prices 
(Italian delegation). 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of  the 
Communities~ 
- Decisions~ 
=  on  concerted  Ewtion  by  the  European Economic  Community 
in the field of the  treatment  and use  of sewage  sludge~ 
=  authorizing the tacit renewal or continued operation of 
certain Treaties  of Friendship 9  Trade  and Navigation 
and similar agreements  concluded  between  Member  States 
and third countries. 
The  Council  also  adopted in the  official langus.ges  of the 
Com.rnunities  the  Directive  on  the  approximation of the  laws  of 
the  r:iember  States relating to the field of vision o.f  motor 
vehicle drivers. 
The  Council  likewise  adopted in the  official languages  of 
the  Corillnunities  the  Regulation  on  the  import  arrangements  for 
certain textile products  originating in Japan. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council adopted in the  official languages  of the 
CorrmRmities  a  series of Decisions  on  priority  ~rejects in the 
field of informatics.  These  projects  include~ 
a  series of informatics projects in the  field of software 
portability; 
a  series of studies in  su~port of the use  of informatics; 
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-an experimental application project.in high-speed data-
transmission techniques; 
- a  number  of exploratory  stuc1i"ls  in the  field  of  informatics: 
- a  study  of  informatics  systems  for the  processing of data 
on  imports/exports  and  on the  management  and  financial 
control of 2-gricultural market  organizations. 
The  Council  also amended  its Decision of 27  July  1976 
setting up  an Advisory  Cmmnittee  on  Joint  Data Processing 
Projects to take  account  of this new  series of projects. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the  Regulation amending Regulation  (EEC)  Ho  2742/75 
on production refunds  in the  cereals  and  rice  sectors. 
0 
0  0 
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Acting on  a  proposal from  the  Irish Government~  the 
Council appointed Hr  Jolm  LYNCH,  Director of Business Policyf 
Confederation of Irish Iildustryr  member  of the  European 
Social Fund  Committee  in place of Mr  T.A.  LARKIN,  meQber~  who 
has  resigned~  for the  remainder  of  the latter;s term of office, 
which runs until 28  October  1fJ77~ 
The  Council also appointed 1 .  on  a  proposal  from  the 
United Kingdom  Governmenti  Mr  R.S.  ALLISON,  Department  of 
Employment~  member  of the Administrative  Board of the  European 
Foundation for  the  Improvenent  of  Living and  v'!orking  Conditions 
in place  of Mr  N.S.  FORWARD,  member;  who  has  resigned,  for  the 
remainder of the latter 
1 s  term of office,.  which r1.llls  1.ll1 til 
14  March  1979. 
Lastly,  on  a  proposal from  the  French Government:  the 
Co1.lllcil  appointed  Mr  Philippe  FREDERIC-MOREAU)  Adjoint 
delegue ala Securite du  Clif.PF,  alternate member  of the 
Advisory  Committee  on  Safety,  Hygiene  and Health Protection 
at Work  in place of  lVIr  Jacques  DUBUISSON,  alternate member, 
who  has  resigned,  for. the  remainder of the latter's term of 
office,  which runs until 4  ~ay 1978. 
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NOR'l/AY  POUT 
The  Council adopted in the  official languages of the 
Communities the  Regulation  extending from  15  to  31  October  1977 
the  ban  on  fishing for Norway  pout,  with the  western limit  of 
the  zone  being moved  in from  4°  to  3°. 
The  limits of the banned zone  are now  as  follows: 
-east coast  of the  United Kingdom  at latitude  56°  00'  North; 
- latitude  56°  00'  North  - longitude  00°  00'; 
- latitude  60°  00'  North  - longitude  00°  00'; 
- latitude  60°  00'  North  - longitude  03Cl  00'  West; 
- latitude  58°  30'  North  - longitude· 0 3o  00'  West; 
:....  east  coast  of the  United Kingdom  at latitude  58')  30'. 
This  extension of the  temporary  ban is to  enable  the 
'' 
Council to  re-examine  the  matter in the  substantive  debate 
on  in.ternal fisheries  arra.rigements  scheduled· for the. meeting 
on  24  and  25  October  1977. 
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TRANSFER  OF  COMMON  'NH.U.T 
After settling the final  details of implementation,  the 
Council  adopted in the official languages of the  Communi ties 
the  Regulation  on  the  transfer t9 the Italian intervention 
agency  of  200,000  tonnes  of  common  wheat  of bread-making 
quality held by  the  German  intervention  agency. 
This  dec.ision falls within the  con.text  of the  Council's 
decision in principle of  25  and  26  April  1977  and has proved 
advisable  because  of  supply  difficulties on the Italian market. 
CEREAL  EXPORT  REFUNDS 
Following a  request  by  the Italian delegation,  the 
Council took note  of a  Corr@ission  statement  on  its general 
policy  regarding export  refunds for cereals. 
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The  Council  discussed  the  Commission  proposal  on  the 
common  organization of  the  market in potatoes,  with particular 
reference  to  the  basic t,'Uidelines underlying the  proposed 
system. 
At  the  end  of  the  discussion,  the  Council  agreed  to nsk 
the  Commission  to prepare  a study with  o.  view to  a  possible 
amendment  of  the  original proposal in the light of  the 
comments  made. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  g,lso  adopted in the  official languages  of 
the  Communities  the  Directive  amending Directive 66/403/EEC 
on  the  marketing of  seed potatoes. 
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HOPS 
The  Council  adopted  two  Regulations  o:;.1  hops  in the 
ofi·ici21 languages  of  tho  Communi ties4 
The  first Regulation.  concerns  the baa on  the  extel1sion 
of areas under hops  registered in respect  of  each individual 
producer as  at  30  Jli!1e  1977  while maintaL1ing the possibility 
of  S\.lbsti  tute  crops,  a.nd  aid for  conversion  t;o  other 
varieties and  restructuring  (max.  of  1800  UA/ha~ 
calculated on  the  basis of actual  costs) 7  accompanied 
by  the  obligation t;o  reduce  the  areas by  at least  40% 
ancl  paid only  to  recognized producer group:3.  In the 
case  of grubbing--·up;  the total amount  of  such aid would 
be  intended as  compensation for future  investments. 
The  second Regulation amends  Regulation  (EEC)  No  879/73 
on  the  gra:.r.tting  and  reimbursement  of aid accorded by  the 
Member  States to  recognized producer groups  in the hops 
sector by  including those which were  already  re.;ognized 
under the  old  rules  insofar as  they  have  incu:c~red 
expenditure  in adapting to  the  criteria laid down. 
The  Commission  announced its intention of 
submitting a  report  on  developments  in this sector before 
the  end  of  the next year of application of the  measures 
in qi..,_estion. 
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Pending  the  Opinion of  the European Parliament  on  the 
proposal for a  Regulation temporarily  and  totally suspending 
the  a11tonomous  CCT  duties  (14%)  on  dessert apples until 
31  December  1977,  the  Council  confined itself to a  preliminary 
discussion  on  the  subject. 
The  Council  agreed to instr:uct  the  Special Committee  on 
Agri cul  tt.,1re  to  ex9.mine  the  r:r.1estion  as  a  matter  of urgency 
once  the European  Parli~ment had  delivert!d its Opinion so 
that  e.  decision  could be  to.ken  in the  ner.r  futu::.~e  .•. 
The  Commission stated that it intended shortly  to put 
proposals  to  the  Management  Committee  regarding authorization 
to market  grade III apples. 
· 1153  e/77  (Presse  117)  .  ..  / ... - 9  - 11.X.77 
FRESH  POULTRYMEAT 
The  Cou~eil briefly discussed the  proposal for a 
Directiv~~~ health problems  affecting trade in fresh 
poultry~eat. 
It agreed to  return to this ,question at its next 
meeting,  which is scheduled for 7  and  8  November,  the 
Permanent  Representatives Committee  being requested to 
seek a  solution in the  meantime  to  the  remaining problems 
raised by the  proposal. 
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EGGS  AND  POULTRY  ···----
The  Com1cil  recorded its agreement  to  the principles 
underlying the proposal  for  a  Regulation amending 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2967/76  laying  do~1 common  standards 
for the water content  of frozen and  deep-frozen  chickenss 
hens  an.d  cocks,  the provisions  of which  follow up  the 
decision of 19  July  1977  postponing certain dates for the 
implementation of that  Re~tlation and stipulate that 
commoYJ..  standards  should also  be  applied to  exports to 
third cou.::.1.tries. 
The  Special Committee  on  Agriculture was  asked  to find 
a  :forillU.la  which woul'd  make  it possible to maintain 
existing patterns of  exports to certain third countries. 
0 
0  0 
!rhe  Council  also  adopted  in the official languages 
of the  Conimunities  the Regulation amending Regulation  (EEC) 
No  2778/75  laying  do~1 rules for calculatiilg -the  levy  a.<l.d 
the  sluice--gate price for poul  trymeat  a."Yld  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  950/68  on  the  Common  Customs  Tarif:ff  together with the 
Regulation amendinc;  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2773/75  laying 
down  rules for calculating the  le~y and  the sluice-gate 
price for  eggs  and Re3Ulation  (EEC)  No  950/68  on  the:~ 
Colllillon  Customs  Tari:f:~. 
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The  Council  took note  of  the  introd1.1ctory  sta:t;cment  by 
the  Commission  on  the  fC!11encLment  of  the  ccrrr.:::on  or:;aniz9.tion 
of  the  market  in beef  2nd  veal  a.nd  of  the  Commission  report 
on  the  respective  merits  of  the  systems  of  premiums  and 
intervention measures  for  the  sector. 
The  Council  agreed  to hold  a  substantive  debate  or- the 
subject  at a  later do. teo  It instr,:ccted  tJ:1e  Special Comrni ttee 
on  Agri c,_ll ture  to examine  the  report  and  prepare its 
discussions  on  the  matter. 
1153  e/77  (?resse  117)  0. fJ,/ .•• - 12- 11 .x. 77 
MISCELLANEOUS  STATill~ENTS 
The  Council took note  of the  following statements, 
together with the  Commissions  reply  where  appropriate: 
- veterinary  problems  regarding the  implementation of the 
Directive  on  third countries  (Netherlands  delegation); 
- amendment  to  be  made  to  Directive  64/433/EEC  as  regards 
boar meat  (Netherlands  delegation); 
- intra-Community trade in pieces of fresh meat  of 
3  kg  or less (Irish delegation); 
-sale of butter at  reduced prices  (Italian delegation); 
- problem  concerning the  introduction of  compensatory 
amounts  on  pasta made  from  durum  wheat  (Belgian  delegation). 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  adopted in the officis.l languages  of the 
Communi ties Decisions: 
- amending the  Annex  to  the fifth Decision  ( 76/538/EEC) 
on  the  equivalence  of field inspections  carried out  in 
third countries on  seed-producing crops; 
- amending the Annex  to the fifth Decision  (76/539/EEC) 
on  the  equivalence of seed  produced in third countries. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  authorized the  Commission  to negotiate 
exchanges  of letters between the  EEC,  of the  one  part,  and 
Tunisia,  Morocco,  Algeria and Turkey,  of the  other part,  to 
renew for the  period from  1  November  1977 to  31  October  1978 
the  additional amount  to  be  deducted under certain circumstances 
from  the- levy on  imports into the  Community  ·of untreated olive 
oil originating in those  countries. 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proposal  from  the Netherlands  Government,  the Council 
appointed Miss  G .A.  de  LANGEr  Sociaal-ekonimisch st_e.ffunktioneris 
bij het Koninklijk Nederlands _Landbouw  Comite,  an  alternate 
member  of the  Committee  of the  European  Social  Fund  to  replace 
Mr  de  HEIJ,  who  has  resigned,  for the  remainder of the latter's 
term of office,  i.e. until  28  October  1977. 
On  a  proposal  from the Netherlands Government,  the  Council 
also  appointed Mr  J.A.  van TOL,  Industriebond NKV,  an  altPrnate 
member  of the  Advisory  Committee  on  Safety,  Hygiene  and Health 
Protection at  Work,  to  replace Mr  S.  JANSSEN,  who  has  resigned, 
for the  remainder of the latter's term of office, i.e. until 
4  May  1978. 
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On  a  proposal  from  the  Commission,  the  Council 
appointed  Mr  Erj_k  T,e5TTRUP;  Dansk  Arbejdsgiverforening, 
a  member  of the lilanagement  Board  o:f  the E'uropean Centre 
for the  Development  of Vocational  r.rraining  to replace 
Ivlr  Hans  ,e5HRSTR¢J.v1,  who  has  resigned,  for the  remainder of 
the latter
1s  terill of office 7  i.e. until  15  October  1978. 
The  Council  adopted  a  Decision appoiJting the members 
and alternate members  of  the Advisory  Committee  on  Freedom 
of  Movement  for Workers  provided  for in Regu.lation  No  1612/68 
for the  period from  11  October  1977  to  10  October  1979. 
_The  following are appointed 
(a)  members  (b)  alternate members 











Mr  J.  DEQUAN  "Mr  J.  DENYS 
Dr  Ra  TIITLLER  Dr  E.  STOVE 
Hr  P~ KIRSTEIN  Mr  H.  :SORRESCHMIDT 
Mr  J ..  COURBIN  Mr  M.  REMONDON 
Nir  E.R.  0
1NEILL  Idr  P.  LEONARD 
Dr u.  TAVERNINI  Dr  G.  FALCID 
Mr  F.  E\'V'EN  Llr  F.  HII-M...X 
Mr  W.A.  RENARDEL  Thlr  J.w.s.  PABON 
DE  LAVALETTE 
• • ............ •  • • • • • mr  R  •..  corn-TELL 
ffir Ph.  D011:1S 
Wfme  U.  POHL 
Mr  IC.  RUDFELD 
lVIr  fli e  RAMOND 
Mr  K.  BONNER 
Dr P.  COZZOLINO 
Mr  E.  QUARING 
Drs  A.  VESSEUR 
Mr  J. RH'!INGTON 





( a)  .me m~§..!:~ 







lYir  D.  DENORRE  l'/Ir  A.  THIEFFRY 
Dr W  .D.  LINDNER  l'/Ir  R.  WEBER 
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(b)  .e..l!~nate .me~bers 
Mr F.  LARDOT 
Mr H.  GUNTHER 
Ol 
(/.) 
co  Denmark ·  l'/Ir  C.  J.,  CLElVIIVlENSEN  Mr P.E.  BORGQVIST  Mr J.  STENBJERRE 
.....  ..... 
-.J 
France  Mr B.  VRILLON  IVIr  LENOBLE 
Ireland  Mr  J .c. FEGEN  Mr L .F.  STEEN 
Italy  Dr E.  PALLADINI  Dr R.  SORACE 
Luxembourg  Mr  M.  WAGNER  Mr F.  WEYLER 
Netherlands  Drs  J.A.P.  GREVERS  Mr B .M.J.  PAUW 
United Kingdom  Mr  W.H.  TAYLOR  Mr D.  TYNAN 
C.  _':g_~ade  unt£~_re..:e.r~~§_n  ta  ti  ve  ~ 
Belgium  Mr X •  VERB OVEN  Mr  W.  CANINI 
Germany  Mr E.  DUDA  Mr E.  KASTLEINER 
Denmark  Mr H.  HANSEN  l'/Ir  E •  S  ,0NDER 
France  Mr  M.,  APOSTOI~O  Mr  W.  GITLER 
Ireland  Mr J.  WALSH  Mr  T.  HEERY 
Italy  mr G.  CAVAZZUTI  Mr G.  FERIOLI 
Luxembour~  l'/Ir  E.  BAUSCH  lVIr  H.  DUNKEL 
Netherlands  Mr  C.N.M.  Mr D.H.  GRASMAN 
C  OlVIlYIANDEUR 
United Kingdom  Mr J.  JARVIS  Mr  S •  PEIY.IBERTON 
·--------
Mr  M.  PA.RION 
Mr G .F..  DEMPSEY 
Avv G.  CICERO 
Mr  J.  PFEIFFEN-
SCHNEIDER 
Drs  N.A.  VAANDRAGER 
Mr P.  BRADBURY 
Mr A.  DECLERCQ 
Mr E.  SCHUPETA 
Mr P,.  MIDERSEN 
Mr P.  CAUZELIN 
Mr F.  KENNEDY 
Mr W.  CERFEDA 
Mr  A.  MIRKES 
Mr  J .H.  ·ter HORST 
Mr J.  MACGOUG AN che/COD 
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472nd meeting of the  Council 
- Economics/Finance  -
Luxembourg,  17  October  1977 
President:  Mr  Gaston GEENS, 
Minister for Finance  of 
the  Kingdom  of Belgium 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission 
of the European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
~.§±g!~= 
Mr Gaston  GEENS 
Ivlr  Willy  CLAES 
.I>Q!!!!!-~!'!f! 
Mr  Per HAEKKERUP 
Mr  Kurt· JL'\NSEN 
Q~~£-gy: 
Mr  Hans  APEL 
mr  manfred  LAHNSTEIN 
Mr  Otto  SCHLECHT 
E!.'!3:!:!:2~= 
Mr  Robert  BOULIN 
1£.§!~~: 
Mr  George  COLLEY 
Mr  Martin  O'DONOGffiJE 
l~~!;y:: 
Mr  Gaetano  STAMJV!l'l.TI 
1156  e/77  (Presse  120) 
Minister. for  Fin&~ce 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
State  Secretary~  Ministry of 
Economic  Affairs 
Federal Minister for Finance 
State Secretary 1  Federal  r/Iinistry 
of  Finance 
State Secretary 1  Federal Ministry 
of Economic  Affairs 
Minister responsible for Economic 
and  Financial Affairs 
Minister for Finance 
Minister for Economrc  Planning 
and Development 
Minister for the Treasury 
•••  /  ••  Gl - 3  - 17.X.77 
Ln:·:em0ou.r,cr:  ---------'"" 
:Minister for Finance 
The  Netherlands: 
Ivrr  J.H.  LUBBERS  Ambassador, 
Permanent Representative 
C'J.ancellor  of  the  Exche  ·.1er 
The  Commission: 
Mr  Frangois-Xavier ORTOLI  Vice-President 
0 
0  .  0 
.. 
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CONCLUSION  BY  THE  P.RESIDE.'NT 
1.  The  Council  examined the measures  to  be  taken to  deal 
with the  present  economic  situation. 
2.  It agreed  vrith  the  overall strategy  proposed by  the 
Commission  for the  Community. 
This  strategy entails a  purposeful policy in the 
Community  so  as to obtain: 
- a  minimum  growth  rate  of 4 to  4!%  in the  Community's  GDP 
in real terms  resulting from  1%  additional growth in 
il1ternal  demand  without  increasing production  costs 
- an  improvement  in the  situation on  the  labour ma.rket  by 
implementing a  more  dynamic  policy in the area of 
employment  and vocational training and the  development 
of labour mobility 
a  reduction in the inflation rate in the  Community  to 
8%,  with  a  reduction in the  spread of rates to  a  range 
of 4  to  10i-. 
3.  These  objectives are  achievable  provided that  efforts 
are  pursued in a  co-ordinated and  purposeful  manner  by 
all the member  countries  and  in collaboration  with  the 
other industrialized countries.  It is recognized that the 
1156  e/77  fPresse  120)  ...  / ... - 5  '""'  17 .x. 77 
res·:,Jonsi"bility for maintaining interllal  dema.11d  at  an· 
adeqna.te  level lies firstly with  the  relatively stron,g 
co'mtri.er:.:J f  ~J'-~t  that other countries  too  can  make  their 
contribution to  s·i;ren:csthening  the  economy-. 
4.  The  Cm.mcj_l  has  decided  -Go  e::~amine  at  each  of  i -~s 
meetings  the  i!Il)lementation  of this :eneral strateey  ~JY 
the  mem·.Jer  co~_:_"'l.tries.  On  21  November  1977,  it will 
establish  the  e conom:i_c  noli  cy  r~·~idelines  au:_Jro:~ria  te  for 
each Member  State. 
...... 
5.  (a)  The  Council  considers  that the  im:)lementati on  of this 
c;eneral  economic  stre.tegy ID'lSt  be  accompanied  '-:,y  an 
ada:;_:>tation  of  credit mechanisms,  to.:;ether with  a 
stren::,thening  of procedJres  aimec1  at ensuring  by  effective 
means  that  the  economic  policy  conditions linked to  these 
mechanisms  are  -pro;~erly f'J.lfillec1. 
(b)  ~he  Co mcil  ·i;ook  note  of  th2  interim  re~,)orts  of  the 
monetary  Comrui ttee,  the  Commi ttce  cf  the  GovernorF:l  of  the 
Central Banlm  a!.~.d  the Economic Policy  Committee  conc'9rning 
- the  8 .t·;gesti  on:::  ::n- de  by  the  Belgian dele.zation  concer:n.ing 
the  ada-:Jtation of  crecli  t  mechan.ismr:l, 
- ths  conum.mication  from  the  Comruissio!l  con_cernin  ...  ~ 
investmen.t  and  :Jorrowins- in the  Comrrv~:ni ty. 
The  Co1.mci1  invited  the3e  Committees  to  s:.lbmi t  their 
final re'.)orts  in ·cime  to  ena~)le it to  te.ke  a  decision  on 
these  matters at it:J  meeting  on  21  November  1977. 
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473rd meeting  of the  Council 
- Foreign Affairs/Finance  -
Luxembourg,  17  October  1977 
President:  Mr  Henri  S Il\10NET) 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
of  the  Kingdom  of Belgium 
l 
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The  Governments  of the  Member  States and  the  Conunission 
of  the  Euro~oean Conununi ties were  represented  as  follows: 
Mr  Henri  SHmNET. 
lYir  Gaston  GEENS 
Denm-rk: 
Mr  K.B.  ANDERSEN 
Mr  Niels ERSB¢LL 
Mr  Joachim RIEHLE 
France: 
Mr  Jean-Frangois  DENIAU 
Mr  Pierre  BERNAt'tD-REYlVIQI\TD 
Irele.nd  ~ 
Mr  l'tichael  O'KENNEDY 
Mr  Geors:e  COLLEY 
Italv:  ---->!... 
mr  An1aldo  FORLANT 
Mr  Gaetano  STAM1'.1ATI 
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Minister for  Forei,::~ Affairs 
Minister for Finance 
Minister for Forei;rn Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry  of Forei,:sn  Affairs 
State  Se crete.ry  1 
Federal  Minist~J of Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary to  the  Minister for 
Foreign Affairs 
State  Secretary to  the Minister 
res~onsible for Economic  Affairs 
and  Finance 
Minister for Foreign Affg,irs 
Minister for Finance 
minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for  the  Treasury 
...  / ... L\lXemto·q_r,:r:  ---------.l. 
Mr  Jac~'J.es  POOS 
Mr  Jea.r1  HAMILIUS 
Netherlands: 
Mr  I'ti.  VAN  DER  STOEL 
Mr  Joel BARNETT 
Mr Frank  JUDD 
Commission: 
Mr  Roy  JENKINS 
Mr  Christol;)her  TUGENDHAT 
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~.Eni  3ter for F:i.na.nce 
De~~ty Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for F0reign Affairs 
Chief Secretary to  the  Treasury 
Minister  of State, 
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OWN  RESOURCES  -- VAT  COLLECTION 
The  Council  approved the details of  a  provisional five-
year arrangement  for VAT  to  be  made  available as.an own  resource 
of the  Community •. 
This  decision enables discussions  to  continue with  a  view 
to  the ad0ption of the Financial Regulation necessary for the 
finalization of  the  integral  system of Community  own  resources 
by  1  January  1978. 
The  Danish  dele~ation said it was  maintaining its general 
reservation on  this Regulation1  which was  linked to .the 
achievement  of  reasonable progress  towards  solution of the 
problem raised by  the agricultural  compensatory  amounts. 
1185  e/77  (Presse  121)  ...  / ... 
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After an  excha11ge  o:I  views  on  this subject,  the  Council 
agreed to postpone the  decision on  the  implementation of 
Article  131  of the  Act  of Accession until its meeting  on 
21  and  22  November  1977. 
1185  e/77  (Presse  121) COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
474th meeting of the  Council 
- Foreign Affairs  -
Luxembourg 1  17  and  18  October  1977 
President:  Mr  Henri  SIMONET~ 
Thlinister for Foreign Affairs 
of the  Kingdom  of Belgium 
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The  Governments  of  the  I'.~em')er States  ::md  the  Commission 
of  the  E~JrOIJean Comm'.mi ties were  represented  as  follows~ 
Bel-::L.'.m:  ---'""---
Mr Henri  SIMONET 
Der1.mark: 
lVIr  K.B.  ANDERSEN 
n:Ir  Niels  ERSB¢"11 
Mr  Klaus  VON  DOHNANYI 
France: 
Mr  Andre  ROSSI 
mr  Jean-Franr;:ois  DENIAU 
Ire1B.J.'ld: 
Mr  Mi  che.e 1  0 'KE:NNEDY 
!!§:!,¥:: 
Mr  Arnalda  FOR1ANI 
1186  e/77  (Presse  122) 
Minister for Foreic;n Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretaryf 
Ministry  of Foreign Affairs 
Minister  of State, 
Federal Ministry  of Forei:gn Affairs 
~Unister for External  Trade 
State Secretary  to  the  Jl:1inister  for 
Forei::;n Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Forei,zn Affairs 
...  / ... lVIr  lVI.VAN  DER  STOEL 
Mr  Edmund  DELL 
rJlr  Frank  JUDD 
1t1r  Roy  JE:NKINS 
l'vlr  Wilhelm  :ru~FERKAMP 
rur  Lorenzo  NATALI 
i\1r  Claude  C.H:ZYSSON 
Mr  Guido  BRUJ:TNER 
Viscolli1t  Etienne  DAVIGHON 
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Deputy  Hinister for Foreign 
Affairs 
lilinister for Foreign Affairs 
0 
lilinis-ter of Commerce 
Minister of State 1 
Foreign and  Commonwealth  Office 
President 
Vice--President 
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MEDITERRANEAN 
After a  broad  discussiont  in the  course  of which  the 
Commission  confirmed its intention of  submitting specific 
and detailed propo3als  before  the  end  of  the year,  the 
Council instructed the  Permanent  Representatives Committee 
to  study  the matters of which  the  Commission  had  informed 
it at the  meeting with a  view  to working  out  guidelines 
and  suggestions.which might  serve  as  a  basis for further 
Commission  discussions. 
ACCESSION  NEGOTIATIONS  WITH  GREECE 
The  Council  took the necessary steps to  prepare for 
the  4th session of  the  Conference  at Ministerial level 
between  the  European  Communities  and  Greece  - accession 
negotiations - held in Luxembourg  on  Monday  17  October  1977 • 
1186  e/77  (Presse  122)  '  .  .  .  / ... - 5 -
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COMMON  FUND 
The  Council  agreed  on  the  general  outlines.  of  the 
common  position which  the  Community  and  the  lVlember  States 
would  adopt  for  the  res.umption  of  dis.-:!ussions  and  negotiations 
on  the  Common  Fund?  both within  the.Group  of industrialized 
coUntries  ("Group  B")  and  within  UNCTAD  (Geneva~  7  November..:. 
2  December  1977). 
The  Council will discuss this question  again at its next 
meeting in Nov·ember. 
CSCE  - Basket  II 
The  Cow1cil  defined  the  attitude  to  be  taken  by  the 
Commurli  ~Y delegation at the  Belgrade  Con:feren.ce  to· problems 
relating to  the  organization  of  conferences  on  energy  and 
transport. 
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GATT  - fmJLTILATERAL  NEGOTIATIONS 
The  Co~L~cil heard a  detailed statement  from the  Commission 
on the progress made  with the preparation of all the matters 
to be  dealt with. in the final  round  of the  GATT  mul t.ilateral 
trade negotiations and in particular on  the talks which have 
recently been held v1i th  the  American authorities  on  this subject. 
The  Council held an  exchange  of viewsv  during which  the 
I 
delegations had the  opportunity  of stating their positions. 
The  Cmmcil  agreed to take  stock of the situation again 
at its meeting  on  21  November  1977. 
TEXTILES  SECTOR 
Following a  brief exchange  of views  during which all  t~e 
outst~Dding questions were  clarified1  the  Council  authorized 
the Commission  to enter into bilateral negotiations and 
discussions with a  number  of textile-supplying countries and 
adopted  the necessary directives for this purpose. 
This  decision enables  the  Commission  to  open these 
negotiations  immediately. 
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REGIONAL  POLICY  .. _.  ···• ·- -·  ............... '  .  ·•  ~  ... -----··· -· 
The  Co lnc:i.l  took note  of  a  state;nen:(;  by  the  ItaliaJ.1 
clele,csation  concerning  the  re,:;ional  policy in wi1ich it 
-2xpressed its  con. cern at  the  mani1er  in which  this policy 
we.3  C'.evel01)in:;- 1  :)arti  c:.~_larly with  re,:::;ard  to  the  fine:.n6n.; 
of  the  Re,:sional  F•nd. 
The  Irish and Un:i. ted Kingdom  delec~ations supported 
the  statement made  i)y  the  Italian c1ele,-;ation  and  expressed 
similar  concern. 
JET 
The  Co,_mcil  recorded its agreement  en all the  proced-~cres 
for  the  implementation  of the  JZT  project. 
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VARIOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of  the 
Commu...YJ.i·~ies  the Reeulations  on the  opening,  allocation and 
admil1istratiol1 of  Communi t;y  tariff quotas  for 
- certain plywoods  of  coniferous  s~ecies 7  falling within 
subheading  No  ex  44.15  of the  Common  Customs  Tariff  (1978) 
- rosin  (including 
11brais  resineux")  falling within 
subheading  No  38.08  A of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff  (1978) 
- ferro-silicon falling within subheading  No  73.02  C of the 
Com-non  Customs  Tariff  (1978) 
- ferro-silico-·mango.nese ·falling within subheading 
No  73.02  D of the  Common  Customs  Tarif1'  (19'18) 
-ferro-chromium containing not  more  than 0.10%  by weight 
of  carbon and  more  than  30%  but  not  exceeding  90%  inclusive 
by  wei&ht  of  chromium  (super-refined ·ferro-.. chromium) 
fe.llj_ng  within subheading  No  ex  73o02  E  I  oi'  the  Common 
CustOJns  Tariff  ( 1978). 
The  Cotu1cil  also adopted  in the officiallru1guages  of the 
Comnn.E1i ties the Decision au.thori zing the  extension or tacit 
renewal  of certain trade agreements  concluded by  member  States 
with third countries, 
0 
0  .0 
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The  Council .adopted  the  amendment  of  the  Commission 
proposal  on  the Regulation  amending "Title VII- Special 
provisions  applicable to  research and  development 
appropriations"  of  the  Financial Regulation  of  25  April  1973, 
0 
0  0 
Finally~  the  Council  adopted  in };he  official languages 
of  the  Comrnm1ities  the  Regulation  on  the granting of  a 
consumer  aid for butter in Italy. 
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President:  Mr  Antoine  HUIVJBLET 
Minister for Agriculture 
and  Small  Firms  ~~d Traders 
of the  Kingdom ·of Belgium 
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The  Governments  of  the Member  States  ru1d  the  Commission  of 
the European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Bel.aium: 
___  l.,;l __  _ 
r:lr  Antoine  liTJrvlBLET 
!?~~r!f: 
Mr  Svend  JACOBSEN 
1Jr  J ,5rgen  HER TOFT 
g~~~y: 
mr  Hans-JUrgenROHR 
Mr  IVIarcel  CAVAILLE· 
Ireland:  -·-------
i\lr  Brian LENI HAl\f 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Small  Firms  and  TradGrs 
Minister for Fisheries 
State Secretary7 
lliinistry of Fisheries 
State  SecretaFJ~ 
Federal  MinistFJ  of Agriculture 
State Secretary1 
Ministry for Public Investments 
and Regional  Development  with 
special  responsibility for 
Transport  (Fisheries) 
1'Iinister for Fisheries 
Mr  Vi to LATTJ'.J'lZIO  Minister of Shipping and  Trr.mspoPt· 
lVIr  Vi to ROSA  State Secretary for Shipping 
1236  e/77  (Presse  131)  ton/KO/mb  ....  / ••• Wr  Jean HMITLIUS 
Wr  Albert  BERCHEM 
N~1h~!:1.?.:11Q.§: 
Mr A.P8L.M.111.  van der STEE 
United  Kin,g-dom:  -----------1.<---
I!.Ir  John  SILKIN 
Mr  Bruce  lVIILLAN 
lVIr  GUNDELACH 
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Liiaister of Agriculture  and 
Viticulture 
State  Secretary1 
ihnistry of  Agriculture 
Hinister of Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Illi:nister  of Agriculture 1 
Fisheries and  Food 
SecretarJ of State for Scotland 
Vice-President 
o· 
0  0 
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FISHERIES  POLICY 
The  Council  held  a  detailed discussion  on  the  whole  range 
of  proposals  aimed  at establishing definitive fishing 
arrangements,  a  discussion which enabled it to identify  the 
key  problems  that remained  to  be  solved by  the  end  of  this 
year  .. 
~hese problems  concerned  primarily: 
-the criteria to be  adopted  as  a  basis for  calculating the 
allocation of  catch ::1uotas  among  .Member  States; 
- technical  Community  conservation measures; 
- supervision  of  compliance  with the  proced·.rres  for implementing 
-Ghe  Community  rules; 
- aid measures  for  the  re-organization  of the  fishing  industry; 
- the  criteria and procedures  applicable  to  any  compensation 
that might  be  decided  on  for herring fisheries. 
Pending  a  decision taking in all aspects  of this policyr 
the  Council  agreed  to  extend the  ban  on  direct fishing for herring 
in the  North Sea tmtil  31  December  1977.  At  the  same  time  it 
took note  of the  Commission's  undertaking to  examine  as  a  matter 
of urgency  the  clesirabili  ty  of  a  limited munber  of  exemptions  in 
the  case  of special situations  of  a  social nature,  and  to  make 
its proposals  in good  time  for  the  Council  of Agricul hlre 
rGin.isters,  to be  able  to  take  the  relevant decisions  at its 
meeting  on  7  and  8  November. 
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The  Council did not  adopt  the  Commission  proposal to 
extend  the  ban  on direct fishing for  Norway  pout  in an area to 
the  North-East  of  Scotland to  the  end  of  the  current year. 
Finally~  the  Council  instructed the  Permanent Representatives 
Committee  to  continue  its work  on all the  matters  outstanding, 
including  those relating to  external  relations in this field, 
with particular reference  to  fishing  in West  African ani 
Yugoslav  waters~  so  as  t.o  pave  the  way  for  a  decision on  the 
definitive arrangements  at the  n~xt Council meeting  on 
fisheries,  scheduled  for  5 and  6  December  1977. 
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IITISCELIJANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted  in the official languages  of  the 
Communities 
- the  Decision amending  Decision 76/402/EEC  on  the level of 
interest-rate subsidy provided for in Directive  72/159/EEC 
on  the modernization of farms  t.o  be  applied in Italy for 
the purposes  of  correcting Decision 77/343/EEC; 
-- the  Regulations  on  the  opening~  allocation and  administration 
of Com.munity  tariff quotas  for 
- dried grapes  in immediate  containers  of  a  net  capacity of 
15  kilograms  or less 1  falling within subheading  08.04 B  I 
of the  Common  Customs  Tariff (1978); 
- ferro~chromium containing not less than  4%  by weight  of 
carbon falling within subheading  ex  73.02  E  I  of the 
Common  Customs  Tariff and  extending the benefit  of this 
quota to  certain imports  of  :~erro-chromium containing a 
quantity of between  3  and  4%  by weight  of  carbon. 
0 
0  0 
Following  the  recent  flooding in No'rthern  Italy~  the 
Cou..n.cil  agreed  to grant  emergency aid of  one  million UA  to 
the  communities  affected. 
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The  Governments  of  the  Member  States and  the  Commission 
of  the European  Conununi ties were  represer:ted as  follows: 
Mr  Wil::..y  CL.AES 
Denmark~ 
Mr  Ivar N¢RGAARD 
mr  Detlev Karsten ROHWEDDBR 
France~ 
Mr  Paul MENTB3 
Ireland~ 
mr  Desmond  0 1 r;IA.LLEY 
l~~~y; 
Mr  Carlo  DONAT  CATTIH 
~~~~~£~~Et:;;~ 
J:!ir  Josy BARTHEL 
Tf.iinis·cer  for Economic  Affairs 
Minister  of  Commerce 
State  Secreta.ry, 
Federal HinL1try  of Eco:o.omic 
Af1'ai:ri3 
Delegate-General for EnerSY 
Minis·ce:r  for Industry  9.nd 
Commerce 
i:\Unister for Industry  1  Trade  and 
Craft  ~:r·ades 
minister for Energy 
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mr  R.P.M.  LUBB:SRS 
Mr  Tony  BENN 
r.fr  Alexander  EADIE 
Commission: 
r.'b:·  G'..lido  BRUNNER 
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Secretary  of State for Energy 
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SUPPORT  FOR  COMMUNITY  PROJECTS  IN  THE  HYDROCARBONS  SECTOR 
The  Council  adopted  a  Decision  concerning  support 
measures  for Community  projects in the  hydrocarbons  sector. 
Under  this decision,  subsidies  - repayable  in the  event 
of  commercial  exploitation - totalling  53,408,611  UA  will 
be  granted for the  period  1977-1979,  for  the  implementation 
of  40  projects which are  of fundamental  importance  in 
ensuring  the  Community's  supply  of  nydrocarbons  which  are 
particularly likely  to  accelerate  the  development  of resources 
and  to  improve  the  storage  and  transport  conditions  for 
hydrocarbons  in the  Community. 
The  projects which  are  to receive Community  support 
under this  Decision are in particular concerned with 
prospecting,  drilling,  hydrocarbon production and  processing 
systems,  secondary recovery,  the different means  of 
transport  and  storage  and  the  testing  of materials. 
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REFINING  PROBLEJ:JS  VH THIN  THE  COiY!MUNI TY 
The  Council  e::amined  a  number  of  matters relating to  the 
definition of  a  Community  approach to  refining problems  within 
the  Community. 
The  Council  v s  discussions  centered mainly  on  the  ~"-uestion 
of establishing general moni  t·.:;ring  of developments  in the 
refining sector,  a  procedure  for  consultation  on  the  constr"U.ction 
of new  primary distillation capacity  ana_  a  procedure  for 
monitoring  imports  of refined products  from  third countries. 
1'he  CO',mcil  im;tructed the Permanent Representatives 
Committee  to  carry  out  the  preparatory work  for future  Council 
di3cussions  on  this subject. 
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IMPORTS  OF  JL'\.RD  COAL  ORIGINATING  IN  THIRD  COillTTRIES 
The  Representatives  of  the  Governments  of the Member  States 
of the  Eu.ropean  Coal  and Steel  Community,  meeting within the 
Council,  agrecr1  in principle to  a  Decision  concerning Community 
surveillance  o:?  imports  of hard coal  originating in third 
countries. 
This Decision provides that.for o.  trial period of  two 
years·information on  imports  of  coal  from third countries is to  be 
~ 
obtained in the  I:Iembe;r  States  a:.1.d  automatically sent to  the 
Commission  so  that the latter me.y  pr~pare reports  on  and 
estimates of  the  trends  on  the  common  market  in coalq 
The  infonnation to  be  forwarded  by .the  Iilember  States to 
the  Commission  for  each quarter is to  give firstly particulars 
of  th~ tonnage  of steam coal  imported,  with a  breakdown by 
country  of  origi:!.1  and  an indication of  the  calorif:i c  value, 
and  secondly  the  average  quarterly prices per tonne  of  such 
imports. 
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PROBJ~MS RELATING  TO  COAL  . 
Following  an.  excht::1ce  of  views  on problems relating to 
coal in the  context  of  Community  policy,  the  Council  asked  the 
ComTD.i3sion  to give  fv_rther  consideration to  the  :;;_1roblems  raised 
during  examination  of its proposals  on  the  grant  of aid for  the 
use  of  coal  in electricty generation ancl  for financing  cyclical 
stocks  of  hard  coal,  with a  view  to  s•..1.bmitting  new  proposals 
on  these matters if  appropriat~. 
It instructed the  Permanent Representatives  Comnli-l;tee  to 
contin'-A8  its examination  of the3e  problems  to  enable  the 
Council  to  inclv.Cte  them _.on· the  agenda for its meeting in 
December. 
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ENERGY  REDUCTION  IN  THE  EVENT  OF  SUPPLY  DIFFICULTIES 
The  Council  recorded its agreement  on  the  substance  of 
Gomnruni ty arrangements. for reducing the  consumption of 
energy in the  event  of difficulties in the  supply  of  crude 
oil or petroleum products. 
The  arrangements  provide for a  uniform policy among 
the Member  States for the  purpose  of preserving the unity 
of the  market  and.ensuring that all energy  consumers  in 
the  Community  bear their fair share  of the  difficulties 
arising from  the  crisis. 
The  system also provides for the  savings  in petroleum 
products  to  be  shared out  among  the  Member  States  • 
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RATIONAL  USE  OF  ENERGY 
In the  framework  of  the  second set  of measures  proposed 
by  the  Commission relating to  the  rational use  of  energy~  the 
Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of the  Communities 
three  Recorillfiendations  on 
- the  regulating of  space heating,  the  production of domestic 
hot water and  the metering of heat.in new  buildings 
- the  rational utilization of  energy  in industrial undertakings 
- the  creation of national advisory bodies  on  combined heat 
and  power production in the  industrial sector and for 
district heating6 
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DEi\IONSTfu\TI ON  PROJECTS  IN  ENERGY  SAVING 
To  enable it to hold  a  worthwhile  discussion  on  the 
Commission proposal  on  the  gr&""lting  of financial  aid for 
demonstration projects in energy  saving at its meeting  in 
December1  the Council  drew up  certain guidelines for the 
examination of the proposal in question. 
In particular it asked  the  Commission to  prepare~  with 
the  assistru1ce  of the parties  concerned,  a  file  containing 
a  set of  examples  of projects which would  make  it possible  to 
determine  the  scope  of  any  Comnmriity  programme  which might 
be  adopted  i::J.  this field and  also  the  type  and  volume  of 
financial  aj_d  which might  prove  justified. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  agreed to defer the  other items still on  the 
agenda until its next  meeting  on  energ-y  questiono 1  scheduled 
for  13  December. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted,  in the official languages  of the 
Communities,  the Decision subscribing to a  joint declaration 
of intent to  implement  a  European project  on  the  subject  of 
11Electronic traffic aids  on  major roads
11  (COST  Project  30), 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission  of 
the European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Bel,q:ium:  _____  t.;l __  _ 
r:Ir  Henri  SilliONJ~T 
I\Ir Rik  VAIIDEPJ{ERCKHOVE 
Mr  Ivar N,0'RGAA.RD 
mr  Hans  MAT'rHOEPER 
£,1r  Hans  Hilgar IL\UHSCHILD 
~IT Jacques  SOL~DILLE 
Ireland: 
l\lr  Desmond  0 
1MALLEY 
I~?.::by: 
Mr  mario  PEDINI 
l':lr  Josy  BARTH:LBL 
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and  Technolog-y 
State SecretaiJr attached to 
the Prime Minister  (Research) 
IYiin:i.ster  for  Industry~  Collllilerce 
and  Energy 
Minister for Research 
nlinister for Energy 
• • o/ • a  • Netherlands~ 
________  r __  _ 
lVlr  R  .P  .ItT.  LUBBERS 
~IIr  Tony  BENN 
~Ir  Alexander  EADIE 
Commission: 
Mr  Roy  JENKINS 
NiX'  Guido  BRUNNER 
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After  the  Council  had.  recorded  that the majority  of its 
members  were  in favour  of  Culham  as  the site for  the 
JET  1 project  and  that no  delegation was  opposed  to  such 
majority being recorded,  the site of the  project was 
fixed  as  Culham. 
During its discussions  on  the  choice  of site for  the 
JET  project,  the  Colli~cil unanimously  agreed  that 
- all the Member  States  as well  as  the  Joint Research 
Centre would  be  eligible for selection as  the site 
for  the  JET  1  project; 
- if the  Council were  to  decide  in the  future  on  the 
construction of  a  JET  _2,  all the  Member  States as 
well  as  the  Joint  Research Centre:  with  the  exception 
of  the  Member  State or  Centre  chosen  as  the site for 
the  JET  1  project,  would  be  eligible for selection 
as  the site for  the  new  project; 
- this decision in no  way  prejudges  any  Council  decision 
that may  be  taken  to  construct  a  JET  2  or .the nature 
of  such  a  project. 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
~~;!;g!~= 
Mr  Jos  CHABERT 
~~:gg§!:~: 
Mr  Kjeld  OLESEN 
Q~r:g~: 
Mr  Heinz  RUHNAU 
~!:!¥.!£~: 
Mr  Marcel  CAVAILLE 
!E~!§-!!9:: 
Mr  Padraig FAULKNER 
I~~±~: 
:Mr  Costante  DEGAN 
!!!!!~~~2'!!Eg: 
I/Ir  Josy  BARTHEL 
Minister for Transport 
Minister of Public  Works  and 
Communications 
State  Secretary, 
Federa:!..  I\1inistry  of Transport 
State SecrE?tary, 
Ministry  of Public  Investnents  and 
Regional  Development  (Transport) 
Minister for Tourism and Transport 
Deputy  State Secretary 
Ministry for Transport 
Minister for Transport 
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Netherlands: 
Hr  T.E.  WESTERTERP 
I1Ir  William RODGERS 
l/Ir  Sta.nley  CLINTON-DAVIS 
mr  Richard BURKE 
0 
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L1inister of Transport  and 
Waterstaat 
rilinister of Transport 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary 
of State for Trade 
Itiember 
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Having re-examined the  proposal for the harmonization ·of 
certain social legislation relating to  road transport  and  the 
related proposals  concerning the ,alTiendments  to  the Regulation 
on the introduction of the  tac'~ygraph and  on the bringing 
into force  of the  AETR~  the  Council agreed to  an overall 
compromise  put  forward  by  the President. 
This  decision confirms  the  consensus reached at  the 
Council meeting  on  28  a.i''l.d  29  June  1977  and  involves  mainly: 
- the  abolition in the  case  of vehicles equipped with a 
tachygraph,  of the  "double  crew
11  rule  applice:.ble  to  certain 
vehicles  covering distanc8s  in excess  of 450  km  per day; 
- an increase  of five hours  in the  weekly  rest period, 'bringing 
it to  a  total of  29  hours; 
- the  possibility of  reducing the  period of  29  hours  to  not 
less than  24  hours,  provided that  compensation equivalent 
to  the  reduction is granted during the  s&~e week; 
- a  ban  on  certain types  of renuneration which  may  endanger 
road safety; 
- special arrangements for rest taken on  a  ferry  or a  train; 
- exemption from  the  use  of the  tachygraph for a  pcrioa of 
18  months  from  1  January  1978 for the  carriage  of  goods 
within a  radius  of  50  km  or· by vehicles of  a  total laden 
vveight  of not  more  than 6  tonnes; 
- national derogations  from  tht:;  social regulations; 
- amend.rnent  of the  technica1  provisions  in tho  tachygraph 
Regulation; 
- ratification of the  AETR& 
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The  decision also  involves  the  inclusion in the 
social Regulation of  a  safeguard clause which will enable 
I\'lembar  States who  are  in a  difficult position to  ask  the 
Commission  to  grant  them additional derogations  for 
national trru1sport  operations  over a  period of 3  years 
from  1  January  1978.  The  Com.i'nission will grant 
derogations in such  a  way  as  to  ensure  that national 
provisions  are  gradually brought fully into line with 
the  Cornrn.uni ty standards  by  the  end  of that period,. 
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.CARRIAGE  RATE~. 
The  Council  signified its agreement  (1)  to the Regulation 
on the fixing of rates for the international  carriage of  goods 
by  road  between member  Statesy  due  to  enter into force  from 
1 January  1978  for an  experimental  period  of  5 Years" 
The  provisions of this Regulation provide  for  a  tariff 
system based  either on  reference tariffs or on  compulsory  tariffs~ 
The  member  States  concerned decide  by  mutual  agreement  on the 
application of  one  or other of the tariff systems,  tak:i.ng 
particular account  of the  economic  ancl  tech.11.ical  conditions  of 
the  transport  market  concen~ed. 
Subject to  compliance  with this principle,  the Member 
States may  maintain compulsory tariffs where  such tariffs have 
been  appli~d in pursuance  of a  Community  Regulation.  They  may 
also ·introduce  refer·s:ace tariffs where  no  Community  tariff 
Regulation has been applied. 
The  Regulation represents  a  compromise  solution involving 
in principle the  retention of the  compulsorf tariffs between the 
six former 11emi:>er  States and  the  introd\.A.Ction  of  reference 
tariffs between them and  the  three new  Member  States and for 
transport links between the latter.  In comparison with the 
existing compulsorf tariff arrangements 1  which were  applicable 
among  the  origina.l six iWember  States. only  Y  the new  system marks 
a  step towards  harmonization,  since  in future all the iilember 
States will have  to  apply  a  tariff system for the  carriage  of 
goods  by  road. 
(1)  The  Danish delegation having  submitted a  provisional 
reservation. 
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RAILWAY  UNDERTM{ING3 
The  Council held  an  exchange  of views  on  the first 
biennial report  on  the  economic  and  social  situatio~ of 
railway undertakings .prepared  by  the  Commission  on  the 
basis of Article  14  of  the  Council  Decision of  20  May  1975. 
At  the  conclusion of this  exchange  of  views  the 
Council  instructed the  Permanent  Representatives  Committee 
to  undertake  a  more  detailed  ex~~ination of  th~ report, 
the  main  purpose  of  which  is  to  show  how  Community  provisions 
on  the rationalization of the  financial  situation of 
railway  undertakings  ru1d  the  harmonization  of  the  rules 
governing  financie~ relations  between such undertakings 
and  States are  being applied. 
With this  same  object  in mind~  the  Council  e.lso  approved 
the  Regulation  on  the  measures  necessary  to  achieve  comparab-
ility between  the  accounting  systems  of  railway undertakings. 
This  Regulation sets out  standard forms  for  annual 
accounts  (balance  sheet  and profit and  loss  account)  to 
· which railway undertakings  have ·to  transfer their annual 
results with the  help  of nomenclature  specifying  the 
content  of  the  various  items. 
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These  forms  will be  used  fo.r  the  firE!~  time  for  the 
accounts  of  the  current y.ear  and  will be  accompanied  by 
explanatory notes  designed  to give  them greater clarity. 
An  Advisoty  Committee  will be  set up  to  assist  the 
Commission  in the  implementation  of  the Regulation by 
giving its opinion  on  problems  and  solutions  connected 
with greater harmonization  of  the  accounting  system of 
railway undertakings. 
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REGULAR  SERVICES  BY  COACH  AND~ 
The  Council  adopted  the  Regulation  amending  the 
Regulation  on  the  introduction of  common  rules for 
27.X.,77 
regular  and  special regular services  by  coach  and  bus  between 
Member  States. 
This  runendment  enables  the  Member  States  concerned 
to  agree  jointly to  simpli-fy  the  administrative formalities 
affecting  the  regular services by  coach  and  bus linking 
port  zones  served  by  regular sailings. 
member  States will henceforth be  able  to  derogate  in 
such  cases  from  the  provisions  of  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  517/72,  relating to  the  content  and  the  form  of  the 
application and  the  authorization  to  operate  a  regular 
service 9  from  the  requirement  that  the  trans~orter shall 
not  vary  the  conditions  of  the  service,  the  obligation 
to  give  prior notice of withdrawal  of  the  service, 
Commi_ssion  particiiJBtion in tbe  1\:Iember  StP..tes'  negotiations 
concerning  the  intr  ...  •o_uction  of  a  service  and  the  obligation 
of  the  operator  to  ce;rry  certain documents  on  board  and 
to  supply  certain particulars. 
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MUTUAL  RECOGNITION  OF  DIPLO:D!IAS 
The  Council Signified its agreeBent  (1)  to  the 
Directive  aiming at the  mutual  recognition of  diplomas, 
certificates and  other evidence  of formal  qualifications 
for road  passenger transport and  goods haulage  operators. 
The"purpose  of this Directive  is to  ensure  the 
validity in the  other Member  States of the  Conununi ty of 
such formal  qualifications for  road  passenger transport 
and  goods  haulage  operators issued by  the  co~petent 
authorities of a  Member  State to its nationals.  The 
certificates in question will  concern the  good  repute  and 
financial  standing as well as the  professional  standing 
of  operators~ 
The  adoption of this Directive  will facilitate  the 
effective  exercise  of the  right to  freedom  of  establishment 
in the  road transport  sector. 
( 1 )  The  United Kingdom  delegation having entered a  provisional 
reservation  .. 
' 
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.  SUMMERTIME 
The  Council  took note  of  the  progress  made  in the 
introduction of  the  Community  arrangements  for  summertime 
due  to  enter into force  on  1 April  1979. 
Awa:re  both of  the  urgency  of  a  decision in the matterp 
and  of  the  continuing difficulties in a  number  of Member 
Statesp  thG  Council  agreed  to instruct the  Permanent 
Representatives  Committee  to  follow  progress  in  the  matter 
and  submit  the  question  to it again at its next  meeting 
on  Transport  Questions  scheduled  for  20  and  21  December  1977 • 
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SHIPPING 
The  Council  took·note  of the  working document  from the 
Cor::unission  concerning State-trading countries'  shipping and 
the  Community,  which outlines  the  problems arising in the 
sector,  and  the possibilities for action by  the  Co1nrnunity. 
After discussing the matter,  the  Council instructed the 
Perm~Dent Representatives  CoBIDittee  to  examine  tho  report  in 
detail and  on that basis prepare priority guidelines for use 
by  the  CorD.lilission  when  submitting shortly to  the  Conncil 
practical proposals for solving the  problems  rc<..ised  by  the 
increasing activity of fleets  from State-trading countries. 
In vievv  of the  importru1ce  which it attaches  to this 
questiont  the  Coun::!il  agreed to return to it at its next 
meeting. 
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AIR  TRANSPORT 
The  Council  took note  of the oral report by  the Chair on 
the work  in the  field of air transport which had  been started 
in the Council's subordinate bodies in accordance with the 
terms  of reference  approved  by  the Council  at its meeting  on 
28  and  29  June  1977o  This  work  is based  on  a  working  document 
from  the  Chair covering all the main areas  of air transport. 
The  Council  noted with satisfaction the good start made 
on  the work  and  stressed "the  need  for a  Community  approach to 
civil aviation problemso  It emphasized in this connection the 
priority to  be  given to  the question of co-operation with 
international air transport  organizations such as  the 
European Civil Aviation Conference  (ECAC)  and  the International 
Civil  Aviation Organization (ICAO)  and  to  the  co--ordination 
of  the  positions  of the Member  States in these  bodies.  It 
also  expressed its desire to  receive proposals as  soon as 
possible  on  other priority measures  to be  taken by  the 
Community  in the  field  of air transport. 
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RESOLUTIOH  ON  THE  HIJACKING  OF  AIRCRAFT  AND  TERHORm!YI 
The  ministers  of TrBnsport,  meeting within the  Council 
of tile  European  Cor.L.ry._mi-Gies  in Luxembourg,  cateGorically 
condemn all forms  of air piracy  and  terrorisr!l. 
With a  view to  safeguarding the  transport  of·passengers 
they  strongly urge  that  specific measures  be  adopted 
internationally,  as  soon as possible,  in order to  combat 
crit1inal violence  with all due  .efficiency. 
0 
0  0 
J1HSCELLANEODS  STATErli.ENTS 
The  Council took note  of the  statements  on the  following 
matters,  accompanied where  appropriate  by  Cor:1mission  replies: 
- measures  which  the Austrian Government  intends  to  take 
regarding charges  on  road carriage in transit  (Netherlands 
delegation); 
- employees  in auxiliar;y  transport  occupations  (Belgian 
delegation). 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission 
of the  European Comnnmi ties were  represented as  follo'Ns: 
~~!g;h~@: 
Mr  Guy  SPIT.A.ELS 
Denmark:  ----·- ..... ··-
Mr  Charles J.  AUKEN 
Q~E@~gY.: 
Mr  Reinhard  STREHLKE 
France: 
Mr  Christian BEULI1AC 
Ireland:  --------
Mr  Charles JI.f!UGHEY 
Mr  Baldassarre  ARIIYI.TO 
J!..lr  Ma:t.rrice  THOSS 
Minister for Labour  and  Employment 
Minister of Labour 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Labour 
Minister of Labour 
Th'Iinister  of Health and 
Social Welfare 
State Secretary, 
Ministry for Labour and 
Social Security 
State Secretary, 
Ministry for Labour  and 
Social  Sec1.,1ri ty 
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Mr  P.J .J. lYIERTENS 
!:!:e-~.!~9:-~~gg£2g}: 
l'llr  J olli'1  GRANT 
Commission: 





ruinistry  of  Labour 
'\ 
Parlirunentary  Under-Secretary 
of State, 
Department  of Employment 
Vice-President 
....  0  0 
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EUROPEAN  SOCIAL  FUND 
The  Council  continued  the discussion  on  the  review of 
the  tasks  and  operating rules  of  the  Social  Fund  which was 
begun  on  28  June  1977. 
The  Council reached general agreement  on  the  common 
guidelines relating to  the  following  texts  which are to  be 
farwarded  to  the  European Parliament: 
- Decision  amending  the  basic  Decision  of  1 February  1971 
(71/66/EEC)  on  the  European Social  Fund 
- Regulation  amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2396/71  and 
repealing Regulation  (EEC)  No  2397/71  and  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  2398/71  on  the  implementation  of  the  basic  Decision 
- Regulation  amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  858/72  on  certain 
administrative  and  financial  procedures  for the  operation 
of the  European  Social Fund 
-Article 4  Decisionc which are  being extended to  31  December  1980: 
•  Decision amending Decision 72/428/EEC  (agriculture), 
Decision 75/459/EEC. (young  people)  and  Decision 
76/206/ESC  (textile and  clothing industries) 
= Decision  on  action by  the  European Social  Fund  for 
migrant workers 
- Council  Regulation  concerning the  operations qualifying 
for  a  higher rate of intervention by  the  European  Social 
Fund. 
The  Council  also  confirmed its agreement  on  th~  princi~le 
of granting aid  from  the  Fund  for women  under Article 4  of 
the  basic Decision and  instructed the  Permanent  rlepresentatives 
Committee  to finalize  the wording  of  the  proposal  for  a 
Decision submitted  by  the  Commission  so  that  the  Council 
could  adopt it at a  forthcoming  meeting. 
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As  indicated above,  the Council  also  agreed  on the  Commission 
proposal  for a  Regulation  concerning operations qualifying for 
a  higher rate of intervention by  the  Fund;  under this Regulation, 
operations to  be  carried out  in Greenland,  the French Overseas 
Departments~  Ireland,  Northern Ireland and  the  1.1ezzogiorno will 
benefit  from  a  higher rate of intervention. 
It is agreed that the  date  of  entry  into force  of this 
Regulation will be  the  same  as  that  of the  Decision making 
Fund  assistance available.  u..YJ.o.er  Article  4  of the basic Decision 
for. women. 
With  regard to the  question of the  creation of a  new 
category of aid for the promotion of  employment,  the  Council, 
in the light of its discussion o:1  the  Commission  co~~nication 
on youth  employment,  adopted the  following  conclusions: 
-- Tb s  Council  finds  that it is not in a  position at present to 
take  a  decision which would  make  aid for the  promotion of 
employment  available  immediately~ 
-- The  Council  nevertheless considers  that,  within the  framework 
oJ  the  resources  available for the  Fund
1s  operations 1  a 
category  of aid which would  be likely to  promote  employment  -
centring on  employment  for young workers  - and  which would 
not  fall within the  current  categories of aid for vocational 
training or occupational mobility,  is appropriate in the 
present labour market  situation. 
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- The  Council therefore  asks  the  Commission  to  submit 
suitable proposals  to it, in the light of the  present 
discussions and  of its conmrunication  on  youth  employment, 
so  that this new  category of aid can be  introduced as 
soon as possible. 
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YOUTH  EM?LOY~ilENT 
.The  Council  had  before it a  communication  from  the 
Commission  on youth er;rployment  and  held  a  policy debate 
on  this subject with particular reference  to  the nature  of 
the  joint action to  be  taken·to  stimulate such  employment. 
The  initial suggestions  made  by  the  Co~~ission in its 
co~nunication involved mainly: 
- new  subsidies  designed  to assist the  creation of  jobs 
and  the  provision of work  for young  people in the  form  both 
of  a  Community  subsidy for  the  creation of  jobs by 
undertakings  and  of  Comm~~ity participation in  job 
creation  programmes  in sectors of public interest; 
- the  strengthening of  Community  aid for post-school 
training for young  people  in the  form  of assistance  for 
practical training  and  of projects  of broader scope. 
The  various  delegations  made  known  their initial 
reaGtions  during  the  discussion,  and  the  Commission 
undertook  to  bear these reactions  in mind  when  preparing 
the  formal  proposals  to  be  submitted  to  the  Council  at 
a  later stage. 
At  the  end  of  this  exchange  of views  the  President 
drew  the following  coTLclusions: 
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"As  instructed by  the  European  Council  at its r.aeeting  on 
28  and  29  June  1977~  the  Council,  in the light  of its review 
of the measures  taken  by  the Member  Ste.tes  to  promote 
employment  and  training for young  people?  held  an initial 
examination of  the  joint action t J  be  undertal{en. 
The  Council  accordingly invites  the  Comr:Iission  to  prepare 
detailed proposals  for  ConuJunity  aid for  progr~mmes designed 
to  encourage youth  employment  in the  Member  StatesG  The 
Council  considers  that such  proposals  should  be.  selective and 
should  ensure  that  the  aid is gran:ted  to areas  of greatest 
need. 
The  Council  invites  the  Cormnissio~1. to  work  out measures, 
within the framework  of  the  European  Socia-l  Fund?  for strengthen-
ing  the  link between the  post-school training and  the 
enployment  of young  people.· 
Finally?  the  Cotmcil  encourages  the  Ccnunission  to  secure 
an increase  in assistance  and_ co-operation  e.mong  the  lVIenber 
States in developing their institutions for acrlieving 
optimum  balance  between  supply  ana  dem&'1d  on  the  labour market •
11 
Following  the  discussion,  the  CotL~cil instructed the 
Permanent  Representatives  Committee  to  examine  these  proposals  1 
ru1d  in particular their financial  e.spects  ~  as  soon  as  they had 
been  forward.ed  by  the  Commissio:::1~ 
These  question3 will be  discussed at  the meeting  of  the 
Standing Committee  on  Employment  on  24  November  and  at  the 
next  Cou..'1cil  meeting ·on  Social Affairs  pl2.nned  f::Jr  December~ 
The  Comruission  he.s  undertaken  tc  forward  to  the  Council  for this 
December neeting  an  outline  progr~~me which will precedG  the 
practical proposals it intends  to  n2-ke  in the first few  months 
of :next year. 
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SOCIAL  SECURITY  FOR  LiiGRANT  WORKERS 
The  Council  agreed to the  amendment  of  the  Regulations 
on the application of social security schemes  to  employed 
persons  and their families moving within the  Community. 
The  object  of this amendment  to  Regu.le,tions  ( EEC) 
No  1408/71  and 574/72  is to  improve  the situation of the 
family  of a  migrant  worker who  is living in a  ~[ember State 
other than his state of residence,  particularly as  regards 
sickness  and maternity  insurance. 
A further object is to  enable  a  worker who  is receiving 
a  pension under the legislation of  one  Member  State while 
working in the territo17 of another Member  State to  be 
ensured under  the  legislation of the latter Member  State 
even if the legislation of that State  exempts  pensioners 
from  compulsory  insurance~  In addition,  it allows  workers 
to  receive,  without  any  res-trictions,  a  pension acquired 
under the legislation of a  Member  State  and to have  a 
pension which was  awarded under the legislation of ano-Gher 
Member  State  postponed in order to  receive the  increase  in 
pension due  as  a  result of that  postponement. 
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The  amendment·also  regulates  the  award  of invalidity 
benefits in cases where  a  worker previously subject to 
legislation based  on  the materialization of  the risk is 
subject to legislation based  on.  the length of the  insurance 
un~er which he  becomes  disabled,  and  where under the  former 
legislation the award  of invalif.i  ty benefits is subject to 
the  condition that the worker has  previously  received  cash 
sickness benefits or that he  has  been incapable  of work  for 
a  specified period. 
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PROGRAi\TI'.JIE  TO  COMBAT  POVERTY 
The  Council agreed  on  an ar:1endment  to  the  Decision of 
22  July 1975  concerning a  programme  of pilot  schemes  and 
studies  to  combat  poverty~ to  ensure  that action under the 
programme  continues~ with financial assistance  from  the 
Community,  beyond the  tvvo  years  originally laid down. 
This  amendment  enables  the  Community  to  continue 
financing projects  currently in progress until 1980  and 
provides,  under certain specified conditions,  for the 
possibility of  introducing nev-.r,  in particular replacement, 
projects. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  t_ook  note  of'  the  Commission re)ort  on the 
European  prograu~e of pilot  schemes  to  combat  poverty,  1976~ 
This  report  on the  21  schemes  and  two  cross-national 
studies  approved under  the  prograrnne  contains  general 
analytical coinments  and  a  summary  of the  progress  reports 
submitted oy  those  ~esponsibJ_e for the projects  and  the 
competent  authorities of the  Member  States.  It also  contains 
co~~ents on future activities in the  programme. 
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REPORT  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  SOCI1-J.JJ  FUND 
The  Co~~cil took note  of the fifth report  of the 
European Social Fund  - financial year 1976. 
The  Council  drew particular attention to the  Commission's 
efforts as  regards both the  content  and  clarity of the  report. 
As  well as setting out  the activities of the Fund  according 
to  the field of intervention (persons  leaving agriculture, 
persons working in the textile and  clothing sectors,  migrant 
workers,  young people,  the  handicapped,  regional projects, 
technical progress  and  groups  of undertakings),  the  report 
provides additional information on the financial  impact  of 
the  Fund  on the less-favoured regions  of the  Community  and 
on  the number  of persons assisted in the  various fields. 
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ADVISORY  Q.9£;1I:IITTEE  ON  SAFETY 1  HYGIENE  AND  HEALTH  PROTECTION 
The  Council took note  of the first progress report 
produced  b~r  the  Advisory  Conmi ttee  on  Safety,  Hygiene  and 
Health Protection at  Work  si!1Ce  the  establishment of the 
Committee  in June  1974  and  the  commencement  of its 
activities in July 1975. 
This report  covers  the  second half of 1975  and.the 
whole  of 1976.  It describes  the  structure of the  Committee 
and its activities in this initial period and  draws  a 
number  of conclusions relating mainly  to  the  future 
activities of the  Committee.  In an Annex  to  the  Report  the 
CoiDI!li ttee  subrui ts a  Resolution on  the  implementation of  a 
Community  Action Programme  on Health and Safety at Work • 
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lVIISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Cow1.cil  adopted,  in the official languages  of the 
Cormnuni ties: 
- the  Decision on the  conclusion of the  Eu.ropean  Agreement  on 
the  exchange  of  tissue~typing reagents and  of the Additional 
Protoool  thereto; 
- the R.ogulations 
- extending  th12  term of va1idi  ty of Re,':':ulations 
(EEC)  Nos  2843/76  an(l_  2844/76 laying down  special 
measures for the  dGtermination of the  offers of 
olive oil on  the world market  and  on  the  Greek 
market; 
- on  the  standard amount  for unrefined olive oil 
produced  entirely in Greece  and  transported direct 
from  that  country  into  the  Community; 
- fixin_g  the  threshold price for olive oil for the 
1977/1978 marketing year; 
- amending Regulation(FSC)  No  3209/73  on  the  subsidy 
for olive oili 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  ! 900/74 laying dovm 
special measures  for  soya  beans; 
-concluding exchanges_of letters between  the  EECs 
on  the  one  hand,  and  Tunisia,  11orocco  9  .A~geria and 
Turkey  on the other hand 1  relating to untreated 
olive  oil~  and  the  i~plementing Regulations  relating 
to  those  exhanges  of letters; 
- suspending application of the  conditions  to which  the 
importation into  the  Community  of certain citrus fruit 
originating in Spain or Cyprus  is subject  by  virtue 
of  the  Agreements  between the  Community  and  those 
coUlltries; 
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of  an  exchange  of letters between  the  EEC  and  Turkey 
relating to  imports  into the  Communi"t;y  of  Turkish 
prepared  a:1d  preserved sardines. 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proposal fro·o  the  French Government,  the  Council 
apyointed  Miss  Rolande  RUELLAN,  Administrateur Civil,  Chef 
du  Bureau des  Conventions  Internationales de  Securite 
Sociale 1  member  of  the  Advisory  Committee  on  Social  Security 
for Migrant  Workers  in place  of Mr  Robert  FONTENEAU,  member 
whc;>  has  resigned, for  the  remainr~_er of  the latter 
9 s  term 
of office which runs  w1til  7  February  1979. 
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